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“ALL THE LIGHT YOU SEE FROM THE PAST.” It is a phrase of a sign installed in 
several places around the world, including the waterfront in Georgetown, Washington, 
D.C., United States. This means that by the time it reaches people’s eyes, everything 
they are seeing is technically already in the past. From the perspective of life or art, 
the phrase is indeed a beautiful and profound expression, but if you put it into the 
capital market, it illustrates that “the capital markets are not fair.” This is because, in 
current capital markets, there is information asymmetry between fast traders and slow 
traders, and ordinary investors are always exposed to adverse selection when new 
information flows into the markets. Unfortunately, when fair disclosure was introduced, 
several facts, such as different trading conditions between investors the discrepancy 
“timing” of accessing the information, the different “speeds” of a network, and the 
varying “distances” to information sources or order book (server), couldn’t be 
considered due to the social and market environment. Accordingly, instead of enforcing 
issued corporations to disclose material nonpublic information to all investors 
simultaneously, the securities regulation system must allow a chance to avoid 
information asymmetry by allowing corporations to sell their information in advance 
of fair disclosure. However, this work is not easy because the fair disclosure system and 
insider trading regulation require simultaneous dissemination of information, and this 
principle is treated as a “Sacred Tenet.” Therefore, to level the playing field in a 
substantive meaning, not only those factors must be considered, but also a plan for 
harmonizing the current legal systems and new legal systems for protecting ordinary 
investors would necessarily be prepared. From this background, the author introduces 
factors generating information asymmetry, discusses the necessity of a new legal 
system, and, based on a new insider trading theory “Discretion of Corporation Theory,” 
examines a plan for rebuilding rules treating information asymmetry to level the 
playing field in substantive meaning. 
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I INTRODUCTION   

“ALL THE LIGHT YOU SEE FROM THE PAST.” It is a phrase of a sign installed 
in several places around the world, including the Senator Charles H. Percy Plaza, 
Washington, D.C., United Sated.1 This means that light takes time to travel, so, 
everything people are seeing is technically already in the past by the time it reaches 
our eyes.2 From the perspective of life or art, the phrase is indeed a beautiful and 
profound expression, but in light of the capital market, it becomes just an 
uncomfortable phrase saying, “the capital markets are not fair.” This is because 
unlike fifty years ago when it took roughly thirty days for the market to reflect the 
information,3 current capital markets were fully digitalized,4 latency got close to 
physical limits,5 and the information is reflected in the market price in a very short 
time.6 Then its value disappears.7 The problem is that when new information flows 
into the market, some fast traders earn huge profits8 without taking any risks9 at 

 
* PhD Gachon Law Research Institute, South Korea 
1 When some letters in the sign turn off, this phrase changes to “ALL YOU SEE IS PAST.” Note Alicia 

Eggert, All the Light You See 2017 - 2019 (https://aliciaeggert.com/pages/allthelight.html) (Dec. 10, 
2022). 

2 Id. 
3 SEC v. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., 258 F.Supp. 262, fn. 12 (1966). 
4 Larry Harris, Trading and Exchanges: Market Microstructure for Practitioners, Oxford Univ. Press 

(2002), at 34. (“Now, at many exchanges, traders meet only via electronic communications networks.); 
Adam D. Clark-Joseph, Exploratory Trading, Job Market Paper (Jan. 13, 2013) (“Over the past three 
decades, information technology has reshaped major financial exchanges worldwide. Physical trading 
venues have increasingly given way to electronic ones, and trading responsibilities that once fell on 
human agents have increasingly been delegated to computer algorithms. Automation now pervades 
financial markets.”). 

5 Thierry Foucault & Sophie Moinas, Is Trading Fast Dangerous? (Global Algorithmic Capital Markets, 
Edited by Walter Mattli), Oxford Univ. Press (2019), at 10. 

6 Grace X. Hu et al., Early Peek Advantage? Efficient Price Discovery with Tiered Information Disclosure, 
126 J. Fin. Econ. 399, 410-11 (2017). 

7 Hu et al., Id., at 410-11; Rosenblum v. Thomson Reuters (Markets) LLC, 984 F.Supp.2d 141, 143 
(S.D.N.Y. 2013); Kevin Haeberle & Todd Henderson, Information-Dissemination Law: The Regulation 
of How Market-Moving Information Is Revealed, 101 Cornell L. Rev. 1373, 1412-13 (2016); Michael 
Rothfeld et al., Traders Pay for an Early Peek at Key Data, Wall St. J. (June 12, 2013). 

8 Harris, supra note 4, at 231; Matteo Aquilina et al., Quantifying the High-Frequency Trading “Arms 
Race”, Becker Friedman Institute, Working Paper No. 2020-86 (2021), at 55; Alexander Osipovich, 
Ultrafast Trading Costs Stock Investors Nearly $5 Billion a Year, Study Says, Wall St. J. (Jan. 27, 2020); 
Michael Sheetz, High-Speed Traders Cost Regular Investors Almost $5 Billion a Year, Study Says, 
CNBC (Jan. 27, 2020). 

9  Harris, Id., at 401; Maureen O’Hara, Market Microstructure Theory, Blackwell (1995), at 54, 57; 
Khaldoun Khashanah et al., White Paper: On the Impact and Future of HFT, IRRC Institute, Technical 
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expense of slow investors in a very short time,10 the same as insiders benefitting at 
expense of outsiders in insider trading cases.11  At this point, we can call the 
informational gap between fast traders and slows “information asymmetry.”  
 While the problem of informational asymmetry is traditionally limited to 
insider trading problems and a matter of different abilities to access material inside 
information between outsiders and insiders,12 based on the viewpoint of market 
microstructure theory, the different speeds of investors can generate informational 
asymmetry as well.13 Considering that fast traders are using lots of methods to 
improve their trading conditions related to factors generating information 
asymmetry and that those manners are cost-prohibitive to ordinary investors to 
retail investors as well as in terms of technical abilities,14 ordinary investors are 
always exposed to the risk of adverse selection when the market price reflects new 
information. From this background, one expert expressed “by the time the ordinary 
investor sees a quote, it’s like looking at a star that burned out 50,000 years ago.”15 

 
Report (Oct. 2014), at 13; Jonathan Macey & David Swensen, Recovering the Promise of the Orderly 
and Fair Stock Exchange, 42 J. Corp. L. 777, 781-83 (2017); Kevin Haeberle, Information Asymmetry 
and the Protection of Ordinary Investors, 53 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 145, 168, 173-34 (2019); Eurex, 
Whitepaper: Eurex Passive Liquidity Protection, Eurex (July 2021), at 3; Sviatoslav Rosov, Predatory 
HFT Strategies: Is “Information Transmission Zoning” the Solution?, CFA Institute, Mkt. Structure 
(Sep. 26, 2014). 

10 Macey & Swensen, Id., at 781, 782, 787, 788-9; Nathaniel Popper, Stock Exchange Prices Grow So 
Convoluted Even Traders Are Confused, Study Finds, N.Y. Times (Mar. 1, 2016); Khashanah et al., Id., 
at 13; Haeberle, Id., at 168, 173-74; N.Y St. Off. Att’y Gen., A.G. Schneiderman Announces 
Marketwired Agreement to End Sales of News Feeds to High-Frequency Traders, N.Y St. Off. Att’y 
Gen., Press Release (Mar. 19, 2014); Foucault & Moinas, supra note 5, at 16; Rosov, Id. 

11  Nicholas L. Georgakopoulos, Insider Trading as a Transactional Cost: A Market Microstructure 
Justification and Optimization of Insider Trading Regulation, 26 Conn. L. Rev. 1, 17 (1993). (“Insiders 
gain at the expense of outsiders because they take advantage of price movements. The result is that their 
profits take the form of a transaction cost burdening outsiders. The cost to the group of outsiders is equal 
to the total profits of insiders.”). 

12 Victor Brudney, Insiders, Outsiders, and Informational Advantages Under the Federal Securities Laws, 
93 Harv. L. Rev. 322, 322 (1979) (“That rule was first invoked in interpreting rule 10b-5 in the context 
of insiders or the corporation itself trading on inside information about corporate assets or prospects.”); 
Georgakopoulos, Id., at 10-11, 14-15 (1993); Dirks v. SEC, 463 U.S. 646, 657 (1983). (“Because the 
disclose-or-refrain duty is extraordinary, it attaches only when a party has legal obligations other than a 
mere duty to comply with the general antifraud proscriptions in the federal securities laws.”). 

13 See Foucault & Moinas, supra note 5, at 17. (“This source of adverse selection (known as ‘picking off’, 
‘sniping’, or ‘free option’ risk) is due to differentials in speeds of reaction to news.”); Tommi A. 
Vuorenmaa, The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly of Automated High-Frequency Trading, Valo Research 
and Trading (2012), at 11. (“The techniques to do it are now different, however, and rely much on 
technology, speed in particular.”). 

14 City of Providence, Rhode Island v. Bats Global Markets, Inc., 878 F.3d 36, 45 (2nd Cir. 2017); James 
Angel & Douglas M. McCabe, Fairness in Financial Markets: The Case of High Frequency Trading, 
SSRN (2010), at 21; Kristin N. Johnson, Regulating Innovation: High Frequency Trading in Dark Pools, 
42 J. Corp. L. 833, 861-62 (2017); Yesha Yadav, Algorithmic Trading and Market Regulation (Global 
Algorithmic Capital Markets, Edited by Walter Mattli), Oxford Univ. Press (2019), at 252, 253-54; Wan 
Suk, Suh, Study of the Fair Disclosure System, 22 KCLA 167, 186 (2022) 
(https://www.kci.go.kr/kciportal/ci/sereArticleSearch/ciSereArtiView.kci?sereArticleSearchBean.artiId
=ART000899808) (Dec. 25, 2022). 

15 Jerry Adler, Raging Bulls: How Wall Street Got Addicted to Light-Speed Trading, Wired (Aug. 3, 2012). 
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This description most accurately explains the inherent flaw of the modern capital 
market.16 
 Accordingly, instead of enforcing issued corporations to disclose material 
nonpublic information to all investors simultaneously, the securities regulation 
system must allow all market participants a chance to avoid information asymmetry. 
This opportunity can be provided by allowing corporations to sell their information 
in advance of fair disclosure and enforcing information sellers to disclose the fact 
that information transactions will happen. If listed companies can sell their all 
information, informed traders must purchase the information to benefit from 
selective disclosure. But if the fact of information selling is disclosed before the 
information is handed over, all investors can predict when information asymmetry 
occurs. From this new legal circumstance, slow investors can withdraw their orders 
and quotes or keep out of the market when information asymmetry is supposed to 
generate. In my view, the imposition of new obligations in exchange for allowing 
information selling before fair disclosure is more suitable for protecting ordinary 
investors than sticking to current legislation in modern capital markets. 
 Unfortunately, setting this new structure is not easy because the current 
market structural defect originates from the electronification of the market system 
and the current legal system. In other words, at the time of the introduction of the 
fair disclosure system and insider trading regulation, the social and market 
environment didn’t allow legislators to consider the different trading conditions 
between investors such as the discrepancy “timing” of accessing the information, 
the different “speeds” of a network, and the varying “distances” to information 
sources or order book (server), so, as a “Sacred Tenet,” the current legal system 
requires equal access to information or simultaneous dissemination of 
information.17 Ironically, the generation of information asymmetry is the inevitable 
current capital market from these circumstances.18  Therefore, in this article, I 

 
16 Eric Budish et al., The High-Frequency Trading Arms Race: Frequent Batch Auctions as a Market 

Design Response, 130 Q.J. Econ. 1547, 1549, 1554, 1555, 1586-91 (2015). 
17 17 C.F.R. 243.100(a); Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 

16 April 2014 on market abuse, Article 17(8); The Market Abuse (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 
2019 No. 310 (18th Feb. 2019), Article 17(8); 金融商品取引法(昭和二十三年法律第二十五号) 第

二十七条の三十六; FSICAM § 392; Haeberle & Henderson, supra note 7, at 1376, 1439; Marisa 
Papenfuss, Inflated Private Offering: Regulating Corporate Insiders and Market-Moving Disclosures 
on Social Media, 73 Vand. L. Rev. 311, 318-9 (2020); SEC, Selective Disclosure and Insider Trading, 
64 FR 72590, 72591-99 (Dec. 28, 1999); SEC, Selective Disclosure and Insider Trading, 65 FR 51716, 
51716 (Aug. 24, 2000); Marco Ventoruzzo, Comparing Insider Trading in the United States and in the 
European Union: History and Recent Developments, ECGI, Law Working Paper No. 257/2014 (2014), 
at 15; Ana Taleska, European Insider Trading Theory Revisited: The Limits of the Parity-of-Information 
Theory and the Application of the Property Rights in Information Theory to Activist Investment 
Strategies, 17 Eur. Co. and Fin. L. Rev. 559, 582 (2020); Yesha Yadav, Insider Trading and Market 
Structure, 63 UCLA L. Rev. 968, 1015-16 (2016). 

18 U.S. v. O’Hagan, 521 U.S. 642, 658 (1997) (“Although informational disparity is inevitable in the 
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introduce factors generating information asymmetry, discuss the necessity of a new 
legal system, and, based on a new insider trading theory “Discretion of Corporation 
Theory,” examine a plan for rebuilding rules treating information asymmetry to 
level the playing field in substantive meaning. 
 
II CAUSES OF INFORMATION ASSYMETRY IN THE MICRO WORLD: 

ONE SIMPLE PHYSICS PRINCIPLE 

All market participants have different conditions in the context of the distance 
between their location and information source, the speed (or velocity) of the 
network for sending orders or quotes, and the timing of accessing information. Then, 
“time” is the value of dividing “distance” by “speed” and each element form the 
functional relationship.19 Although it is not a mathematically accurate description, 
if we put this principle into the capital market, a car race can be a good example, 
and the key is to cross the finish line first.20 But the problem is that, unlike car 
racing, where only qualified racers join and are all placed at the starting line and 
start together at the same starting line and same timing, in capital markets, all 
participants are joining and there is no uniform starting line and the participants 
may start the race whenever they reach the line. So, referees don’t care when, where, 
and how you start. This is the key to the racing game in the capital market.  
 Meanwhile, investors who want to take advantage of the very short 
moment of time are equipped with technological advantages such as algorithms, 
extreme processing speed, etc.21 It is hard to deny that using algorithms is one of 
the factors that inevitably cause information asymmetry during the time it takes for 
slow investors to decide whether to buy or sell securities, even if ordinary investors 
access information at the same time as investors who set a high technical basis.22 
Of course, it can be argued that there is a need to manage this discrepancy. 
 However, the concept of algorithm is very broad and obscure. If we must 

 
securities markets, investors likely would hesitate to venture their capital in a market where trading 
based on misappropriated nonpublic information is unchecked by law.”); Taleska, Id., at 568; Abraham 
C. Bloomenstiel, Proprietary Data Feed and Colocation-Enabled High Frequency Trading: Troubling 
Paradoxes and Difficult Truths, 45 Securities Reg. L. J. Art 1, 21 (2017); James J. Angel & Douglas M. 
McCabe, Insider Trading 2.0? The Ethics of Information Sales, 147 J. Bus. Ethics 747, 757 (2018); 
Macey & Swensen, supra note 9, at 783; Themis Trading LLC, Let’s Talk Locked and Crossed – Lock 
Stock and Two Smoking Barrels, Themis Trading LLC (Dec. 9, 2013) 
(https://blog.themistrading.com/2013/12/lets-talk-locked-and-crossed-lock-stock-and-two-smoking-
barrels/) (Dec. 29, 2022) (“if the SEC is to “let a thousand flowers bloom”, and embrace the 
fragmentation of sixty-plus trading destinations, then they need to insure that these destinations, all 
operating at different speeds, clearly understand what they need to do when a locked or crossed condition 
occurs.” … “The SEC did not account for how much of the trading is actually inspired by race conditions 
to get exchange and dark-pool proffered rebates.”). 

19 Khashanah et al., supra note 9, at 14. 
20 Rosov, supra note 9. 
21 Yesha Yadav, The Failed Regulation of U.S. Treasury Markets, 121 Colum. L. Rev. 1173, 1208-9 (2021). 
22 Yadav, supra note 14, at 252. 
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clarify the scope of the undesirable technique, it is better to ask ourselves whether 
human society’s pure desire for creativity must be treated as pure evil. In my 
opinion, high technology has been created based on nature and the legal person’s 
instinct. In other words, regardless of the direction, ceaselessly pursuing something 
is the driving force that keeps society moving and this is the nature of human 
society.23 Therefore, far-advanced technology shall not be seen negatively.24 From 
this viewpoint, I will not discuss the matter of regulation for algorithms. 
 

A Timing (Time) 

Timing refers to the time when a series of procedures from collecting information 
to submitting orders begins. Technically, “timing” is a separate concept of “time,” 
and it cannot be discussed in relation to distance and speed. However, if the concept 
of time is discussed from the perspective of information asymmetry, it is related to 
the case where different traders traveled the same distance at the same speed, and 
in turn, it took the same time, but someone arrived earlier than others.25 In other 
words, certain market participants who sent orders through the same distance at the 
same speed but accessed exchanges’ order books earlier than others eventually 
enjoy information asymmetry. At this time, the principle, that it took a shorter time 
even though distance and speed elements were the same as others, is because 
someone got started on the process of making an investment decision earlier than 
others and this manner is discriminatory or difficult to utilize for the ordinary 
investors. From this basis, timing can be said as one of the factors generating 
information asymmetry. 26  Accordingly, apart from the physics correctness, 
regarding the problem of information asymmetry, the element of 'timing' will be 
used instead of 'time'. Elements related to timing factors include different access 
timing to disclosure information and market information (external information) and 
differences in information disclosure timing among data retrieval and transfer 
systems. 
 
1 Disclosure Information 

Disclosure information refers to information produced and disclosed by the issuer 
in accordance with legal obligations. Since this information must be distributed 

 
23 Jeremy Rifkin, Entropy: A New World View, Mass Market Paperback (1981), at 25. 
24 In the same context, Mary Jo White, former Chair of SEC, also recommends not banning algorithm 

trading. See Mary Jo White, Enhancing Our Equity Market Structure, SEC (June 5, 2014). (“The SEC 
should not roll back the technology clock or prohibit algorithmic trading”). 

25 Indeed, the recent latency that fast traders are enjoying is close to the physical limits, so it is very 
common for them to try to benefit from the timing factors. See Foucault & Moinas, supr note 5, at 10. 

26 Maureen O’Hara, High Frequency Market Microstructure, 116 J. Fin. Eco. 257, 263 (2015). (This is 
because the time dimension that affects high speed trading also affects market makers.”). 
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simultaneously in most countries around the world under the fair disclosure 
system, 27  there seems to be no room for information asymmetry from the 
disclosure information. However, the timing of accessing information and fast 
traders’ ability to collect, analyze, and judge information cannot be compared to 
that of other slow investors.28 In the price discovery process, therefore, it can be 
fair to say that information asymmetry occurs based on the disclosed information. 
Furthermore, given that disclosure information significantly impacts the market 
price, 29  information disclosed based on the fair disclosure system generates 
information asymmetry among market participants. 
 
2 Market Information (External Information) 

Market information is generally referred to data not related to the inside affairs of 
the issuer, and all data like analyzing and predicting the stock price outlook of a 
specific stock or industry are included in it. 30  In modern markets, market 
information also significantly impacts the prices of stock and derivatives,31 so it 
can be said to be a source of information asymmetry. Indeed, high-frequent traders 
who have mainly given rise to the problem of fraudulent transaction strategies, such 

 
27  17 C.F.R. Part 243 - REGULATION FD; EU MAR Article § 17(1); KOSPI Market Disclosure 

Regulation Section 3 
(file:///C:/Users/andre/Desktop/KOSPI+Market+Disclosure+Regulation+(20211124).pdf) (Dec. 6, 
2022); 金融商品取引法 第二十七条の三十六. 

28 See supra note 14. 
29 Taleska, supra note 17, at 575. 
30 It can also be said to be “external information” in that it is not created by the issuer. See Ventiv 

Technology, What’s the Difference Between Internal and External Data? 
(https://www.ventivtech.com/blog/whats-the-difference-between-internal-and-external-data) (Dec. 6, 
2022); CFQ, Sourcing and Managing External Data (https://www.cdq.com/events-
insights/research/sourcing-and-managing-external-data) (Dec. 6, 2022). 

31 Yadav, supra note 14, at 252-53; The most representative case of information asymmetry based on 
market information is the case of early access to the consumer sentiment index. This case is that an 
exclusive distributor (Thomson Reuters) of the consumer index which had been researched by the 
University of Michigan sold it two seconds in advance of opening to the public to only a few subscribers 
who paid for it. From this privilege, a certain group of high-frequency traders and the world's most 
influential capitalists could profit from information asymmetry for 2 seconds. This practice was 
prohibited by NYAG in 2013. For more detailed clues regarding the consumer sentiment index case, 
note 984 F.Supp.2d 141, supra note 7; Hu et al., Id., at 400; CNBC, No More Release of Early 
Information (https://www.cnbc.com/video/2013/06/21/no-more-release-of-early-information.html) 
(Jan. 8, 2023); Peter Lattman, Thomson Reuters to Suspend Early Peeks at Key Index, N.Y. Times (Jul. 
7, 2013); Eamon Javers, Thomson Reuters Gives Elite Traders Early Advantage, CNBC (June 12, 2013); 
CNBC, Thomson Reuters Suspends Early Distribution of Consumer Data, CNBC (July 8, 2013); N.Y 
St. Off. Att’y Gen., Remarks by Attorney General Eric T. Schneiderman to the 2013 Bloomberg Markets 
50 Summit, N.Y St. Off. Att’y Gen., Press Release (Sep. 23, 2013); Regarding the consumer sentiment 
index itself, note University of Michigan, Surveys of Consumers (http://www.sca.isr.umich.edu/) (Jan. 
8, 2023); Sydney C. Ludvigson, Consumer Confidence and Consumer Spending, 18 J. of Econ. 
Persoectuves 29, 30 (2004); Angel & McCabe, supra note 3, at 748-50; Donald C. Langevoort, Selling 
Hope, Selling Risk: Corporations, Wall Street and the Dilemmas of Investor Protection, Oxford Univ. 
Press (2016), at 82-84; Haeberle & Henderson, supra note 7, at 1390. 
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as predatory trading,32 focus on external information. Further, in the case of market 
information, unless the trading before disclosure, that is, selective disclosure, of 
this information was prohibited through “insider trading 2.0”33 in New York State, 
it can be traded at tangible and intangible costs in other States, so investors who do 
not have the financial ability or intention to participate in this information 
transaction are exposed to unilateral information asymmetry. Therefore, although 
the degree of information asymmetry may be weaker than the disclosure 
information, it can be evaluated that it has a clearer relationship with the cause of 
information asymmetry. 
 
3 Different Disclosing Timing among Disclosure Platforms 

Regardless of the obligation to distribute disclosure information simultaneously and 
the ability to manage information of fast traders,34 the information distributing 
timing varies depending on the disclosure platforms. Indeed, there was an issue that 
the timing of accessing and downloading the information through a specific type of 
download server (FTP server) 35  of EDGAR public dissemination service 
(“PDS”)36 was more than 1 minute (intermediate value of 10 to 11 seconds) ahead 
of the time when public information was exposed to the website immediately after 

 
32 Note Frank J. Fabozzi et al., High-Frequency Trading: Methodologies and Market Impact, 19 Rev. 

Futures Mkts. (Special Edition) 7, 29-32 (2011); Vuorenmaa, supa note 13, at 10-14; Tradepro Academy, 
supra note 61; Rosov, supra note 9; Lazaro I. Vazquez, High Frequency Trading: Is Regulation the 
Answer?, 17 Wake Forest J. Bus. & Intell. Prop. L. 151, 175 (2017); Clark-Joseph, supra note 4, at 2-4. 

33 “Insider Transaction 2.0” is the first regulation method devised by New York Attorney General in 2013 
and is a plan to prohibit the market information pre-trading practices providing market information to 
specific people in advance by applying the Martin Act of New York State. See NEW YORK STATE 
SECURITIES FRAUD & THE MARTIN ACT: NY GEN. Bu. LAW 352 & 352-C 
(https://ag.ny.gov/sites/default/files/pdfs/bureaus/investor_protection/library/NY%20Gen%20Bus%20
Law%20Article%2023-A.pdf) (Dec. 1, 2022); Jeremy Saland, Marin Act, Saland Law 
(https://www.new-york-lawyers.org/martin-act.html) (Dec. 1, 2022); EID Climate, The Martin Act: New 
York State’s Most Notorious Business Law, EID Climate Oct. 18, 2019 (https://eidclimate.org/the-
martin-act-explained/) (Dec. 1, 2022); People ex rel. Schneiderman v. Barclays Cap. Inc., 47 Misc. 3d 
862 (N.Y.Sup. Ct. 2015); In the Matter of Barclays Capital Inc., SEC Administrative Proceeding File 
No. 3-17077 (Jan. 31, 2016); NYAG, A.G. Schneiderman Announces Landmark Resolutions with 
Barclays and Credit Suisse for Fraudulent Operation Of Dark Pools; Combined Penalties And 
Disgorgement To State Of New York And Sec Of Over $154 Million, NYAG, Press Release (Feb. 1, 2016); 
NYAG, A.G. Schneiderman Announces Record $42 Million Settlement with Bank of America Merrill 
Lynch Over Fraudulent “Masking” Scheme in Electronic Trading Division, NYAG, Press Release (Mar. 
23, 2018); SEC, Barclays, Credit Suisse Charged with DarkPool Violations, SEC, Press Release 2016-
16 (2016); Rupert Neate, Barclays and Credit Suisse Pay Biggest Ever Fines for Dark Pool Trading, 
The Guardian (Jan. 31, 2016). 

34 See supra note 14, 17, 26. 
35 ATTAIN, EDGAR® Public Dissemination Service – New Subscriber Document, ATTAIN (Mar. 29, 

2019), at 9. 
36  SEC, EDGAR Public Dissemination Service (PDS) System 

(https://www.sec.gov/oit/announcement/public-dissemination-service-system-contact.html) (Dec. 6, 
2022). 
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data was registered in EDGAR.37 More fundamentally, considering the reality that 
the information learning process of fast traders takes place in a very short period of 
time these days, there will be a difference in the timing of information disclosure 
between information dissemination systems unless the exposure time is precisely 
adjusted in units of minimum discrete time. 38  Accordingly, if there is a time 
difference in the distribution system, investors using a slow disclosure platform are 
temporarily exposed to information asymmetry, and there is always a possibility 
that it will cause time discrepancy unless slow investors learn all data feeds in real 
time. Even if it is technically possible to match the timing of information 
dissemination among SIPs,39  as fully discussed below, there is bound to be a 
difference in distance between each source and investor, and a gap in the network 
speed of each investor. So, it is hard to match all investors’ information access 
timing. 
 

B Distance 

The distance element means the distance between the source or the exchange and 
the investor, and this factor is considered crucially important for fast traders.40 If 
someone’s starting point is closer to the information source than others, this 
different distance becomes a component of information asymmetry because that 
person can gain a piece of information earlier than others who are in a further place. 
As elements belonging to distance factors, (1) service of co-location, proprietary 

 
37 Robert J. Jackson, Jr. & Joshua R. Mitts, How the SEC Helps Speedy Traders, Columbia L. Sch., 

Working Paper Series, No. 501 (2014), at 1-2; Jonathan L. Rogers et al., Run EDGAR Run: SEC 
Dissemination in a High-Frequency World, Fama-Miller Center for Research in Finance, Chicago 
Booth Paper No. 14-36 (2017), at 2; Ryan Tracy & Scott Patterson, Fast Traders Are Getting Data from 
SEC Seconds Early, Wall St. J. (Oct. 29, 2014). 

38 In nature, “time” is a continuous line concept, but the operation of electronic devices is technically 
“discontinuous.”, and electronic devices and software such as PCs, routers, and matching engines 
operate based on this discrete time. In other words, contrary to natural human perception, electronic 
devices can recognize and distinguish time in discontinuous discrete-time cycles with an increment of 
0.3ns in the realm of nature. See Eric Budish, A Market Design Approach to the HFT Debate: The Case 
for Frequent Batch Auctions, ECMI, 2014 ECMI Annual Conference (The five years ahead: A New 
Action Plan for Europe’s financial market?) (Oct. 29, 2014), at 4-10; Cosmina Amariei & Diego Valiante, 
Report on the 2014 Annual Conference of ECMI, ECMI, 2014 ECMI Annual Conference (The five years 
ahead: A New Action Plan for Europe’s financial market?), at 5; Based on this principle, some experts 
suggested a way to level the inclined-playing field. See Budish et al., supra note 16, at 1549, fn. 2; 
Sviatoslav Rosov, Are Frequent Batch Auctions a Solution to HFT Latency Arbitrage?, CFA Institute, 
Mkt. Integrity Insights (Nov. 10, 2014); ECMI, 2014 ECMI AC: The Five Years Ahead - A New Action 
Plan for Europe’s Financial Markets? (https://www.ecmi.eu/events/annual-conferences/2014-ecmi-ac-
five-years-ahead-new-action-plan-europe%E2%80%99s-financial-markets) (Dec. 6, 2022). 

39 White, supra note 24; Scott Patterson, SEC Plans to Fix Flaw in Electronic Distribution System, Wall 
St. J. (Dec. 26, 2014). 

40 Yadav, supra note 17, at 996 (“The ability of traders to physically place their computer servers next to 
those of an exchange constitutes a critically important means of facilitating HFT.” … “If a firm’s orders 
must travel long or looping distances to reach an exchange, it faces a problem vis-à-vis competitors 
situated closer to the market.”). 
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data feeds, and direct market access (“DMA”), (2) payment for order flow 
(“PFOF”), and (3) LEO-Satellite Constellations Network Services can be 
introduced. All of these are factors that cause information asymmetry as a result of 
shortening the communication path. 
 
1 Co-location, Proprietary Data Feed, and DMA 

(a) Co-location Service 

Co-location is a service provided by exchanges and financial institutions by renting 
their space, and it allows market participants to put their servers in a place that is 
physically adjacent to the matching engine of exchange and financial institutions.41 
Because of the physical proximity, this service minimizes delays in communication 
between the exchange and the server of market participants, allowing them to react 
to market fluctuations before other market participants detect the market change.42 
Most of the service users are High-Frequent Traders, and they are paying huge fees 
for it.43 
 However, the co-location service needs to be understood as part of the 
exchanges’ strategic effort to secure their competitiveness and pursue profits, rather 
than a concept used only about a scheme creating information asymmetry. Until the 
trading strategy using information asymmetry, such as predatory trading, 44 

 
41  ASIC, Review of High-Frequency Trading and Dark Liquidity, ASIC, Report 452 (2015), at 77; 

Geoffrey Rogow, Colocation: The Root of All High-Frequency Trading Evil?, Wall St. J. (Sept. 20, 
2012), Yadav, Id., at 996. 

42 Rogow, Id.; SEC, Concept Release on Equity Market Structure, Release No. 34-61358 (Jan. 21, 2010), 
at 16, 58; Haeberle & Henderson, supra note 7, at 1376; Macey & Swensen, supra note 9, at 786; Peter 
Gomber et al., High-Frequency Trading, 5 Business & Information Systems Engineering Goethe 
Universität (2011), at 15; Jacob Adrian, Informational Inequality: How High Frequency Traders Use 
Premier Access to Information to Prey on Institutional Investors, 14 Duke L. & Tech. Rev. 256, 267 
(2016); Rosov, supra note 9; Yadav, supra note 17, at 996. 

43 SEC, Id., at 16, 56-61; Angel & McCabe, supra note 18, at 749. 
44 Predatory trading does not have a fixed legal concept, but this strategy usually refers to a transaction 

method in which high-frequency traders enter the secondary market only when the market fluctuates 
and realize profits at the expense of investors who are financially and technically inferior in information 
ability. Note 17 C.F.R. § 242.602(a); 17 C.F.R. § 242.603(a) to (b); Oversight of the SEC’s Agenda, 
Operations and FY 2015 Budget Request: Hearing Before the H. Comm. On Fin. Services, 113th Cong. 
17 (2014) (testimony of Mary Jo White, Chairperson, Securities and Exchange Commission) 
(https://www.scribd.com/document/321744072/HOUSE-HEARING-113TH-CONGRESS-
OVERSIGHT-OF-THE-SEC-S-AGENDA-OPERATIONS-AND-FY-2015-BUDGET-REQUEST) 
(Dec. 6, 2022); Bloomenstiel, supra note 18, at 2, 17; Adrian, supra note 42, at 270; Vuorenmaa, supra 
note 9, at 11; Caroline Le Moign & Kheira Benhami, Effect of Speed Bumps: Analysis of the Impact of 
the Implementation of Eurex’s Passive Liquidity Protection on French Equity Options, AMF (2021), at 
5; Gomber et al., supra note 42, at 29-30; Michael J. McGowan, The Rise of Computerized High 
Frequency Trading: Use and Controversy, 9 Duke L. & Tech. Rev. 1, 6 (2010); Clark-Joseph, supra 
note 4, at 3 (“However, the private information about price-impact generated by an HFT’s small 
aggressive orders enables that HFT to trade ahead of predictable demand at only those times when it is 
profitable to do so.”); 國枝繁樹, 金融危機後の金融関連税制：アップデート, 全国銀行協会 
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received social attention, exchanges such as ICE and BATS have been generating 
profits not only through transaction fees but also through favorable methods to 
high-frequency traders, of which the representative was the Co-location service 
fee.45  
 
(b) Proprietary Data Feeds Service 

As the opposite service of consolidated data feeds,46 proprietary data feeds47 are 
known to have been provided since 2007 along with the co-location service, and 
high-frequency traders are paying huge amounts of money to use the service.48 
This service has been a subject of considerable criticism in that it causes latency 
delays between investors until recently.49 In addition, exchanges are allowed to 
treat the data they accumulate as exclusive property and sell it at various conditions 
and prices, so fast traders are legally using this faster information-feeding service.50 
This time difference is so subtle that natural human cognition cannot detect it, but 
it is enough time for fast traders (or predatory traders) to exploit the information 
asymmetry and, in particular, to exacerbate the trading strategy of short-term 
investments.51 It is also explained that just enjoying this small latency advantage 
leads to the highest advantage that can be enjoyed in nature.52 
 

 

平成27年度 金融調査研究会 (2016), 47頁. 
45 Macey & Swensen, supra note 9, at 786; Jonathan Macey & David Swensen, Parasitic Trading and 

Frenzied Lobbying: Why the Heroes of ‘Flash Boys’ Must Win Their Battle with the Establishment, Bus. 
Insider (Apr. 22, 2016); Thomas H. McInish & James Upson, The Quote Exception Rule: Giving High 
Frequency Traders an Unintended Advantage, 42 Fin. Mgmt. 481, 491 (2013). 

46 In consolidated data feeds all data related to the price and volume of securities exchanges and alternative 
trading venues. Since this data has a large range to be collected and takes a long time to work for it, it 
is inevitably slower than proprietary services that provide only the necessary information for each user. 
See Evan Akutagawa, Exploring the Differences Between U.S. Stock Market Data Feeds, Automation 
Generation (Dec. 20, 2018).  

47 This term is also referred to a direct data feed and direct exchange feed. See Nasdaq, Nasdaq Market 
Data Feeds (https://www.nasdaq.com/solutions/nasdaq-market-data-feeds) (Dec. 6, 2022); Refinitive, 
Real-Time – Direct (https://www.refinitiv.com/en/market-data/data-feeds/direct-feeds) (Dec. 6, 2022).  

48 Bloomenstiel, supra note 18, at 5. 
49 Id., at 1; Steven McNamara, The Law and Ethics of High-Frequency Trading, 17 Minn. J.L. Sci. & 

Tech. 71, 103, fn. 190 (2016); In the Matter of N.Y. Stock Exch. LLC, & NYSE Euronext, Respondents., 
Exchange Act Release No. 67857 (Sept. 14, 2012); According to the SEC’s Concept Release in 2010, 
the delay when going through consolidated SIP is approximately 5 ms, while another study in 2014 
found that the delay of SIP that BATS provided was not more than 2.5 ms. See SEC, supra note 42, at 
28-30; Shengwei Ding et al., How Slow Is the NBBO? A Comparison with Direct Exchange Feeds, 49 
Financ. Rev. 313, 320 (2014); It can be understood that receiving data directly from the BATS is 
approximately 2 ms faster than through the consolidated SIP. See Angel & McCabe, supra note 18, at 
756. 

50 Angel & McCabe, Id., at 756. 
51 Macey & Swensen, supra note 9, at 786; Ding et al., supra note 49, at 315, 323; Khashanah et al., supra 

note 9, at 17. 
52 Khashanah et al., Id., at 18. 
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(c) DMA Service 

Direct market access refers to access to the exchanges’ or trading venues’ order 
books.53  The advantage of transmitting orders through DMA is that it allows 
traders to bypass brokerage,54 but if we take note of the network route and the 
location of the DMA service provider’s server, it can be said that the nature of the 
DMA service’s principle is to reduce the physical distance between traders and 
exchanges’ servers.55  In this circumstance, mostly algorithmic traders or high-
frequency traders are using the DMA service.56 In 2014, scalpers in South Korea 
conducted predatory trading by using DMA services.57 From this fact, it can be 
found that DMA service can be understood as one factor generating information 
asymmetry. 
 
2 Payment for Order Flow (PFOF)  

Payment for order flow is a rebate that small broker-dealers get in return for routing 
orders their customers sent to them to big broker-dealers (trading venues).58 While 
this is for making venues more attractive,59 this practice has a problem of conflict 
of interest regarding the duty of best execution or order execution quality and is 
pointed out as a serious factor that hinders the fairness of the securities market.60 
Regarding the matter of information asymmetry, as the first damage, small investors 
are exposed to the risk of adverse selection because orders of retail investors who 
are using a small broker-dealer can be routed to traders who are faster and have 
superior information.6162 From the micro viewpoint, the quality of information is 

 
53 CFI Team, Direct Market Access (DMA), CFI (Oct. 23, 2022); James Chen, Direct Market Access 

(DMA): Definition, Uses, and Benefits, Investopedia (June 2, 2022); London Stock Exchange, Direct 
Market Access (https://www.londonstockexchange.com/personal-investing/tools/direct-market-access) 
(Dec. 10, 2022). 

54 London Stock Exchange, supra note 40. (“Direct Market Access (DMA), which allows you to place 
your orders directly on our order books in the same way that institutional investors do.”). 

55  Day Trade The World, Direct Market Access vs. Retail Trading – What’s the Difference? 
(https://www.daytradetheworld.com/trading-blog/dma-vs-retail-
trading/#What_is_Direct_Market_Access) (Dec. 10, 2022) (“their orders are implemented directly 
through their preferred gateway.”). 

56 CFI Team, supra note 52. 
57 Korean Supreme Court judgment, 2013Do4064, Jan. 16, 2014. 
58 CFA Institute, Regulation NMS: Review and Recommendations, CFA Institute (2017), at 6; Macey & 

Swensen, supra note 9, at 789. 
59 Dan Marcus & Miles Kellerman, The FX Race to Zero: Electronification and Market Structural Issues 

in Foreign Exchange Trading (Global Algorithmic Capital Markets, Edited by Walter Mattli), Oxford 
Univ. Press (2019), at 76. 

60 Id., at 76; Macey & Swensen, supra note 9, at 789-90; Jonathan Macey & Maureen O'Hara, The Law 
and Economics of Best Execution, 6 J. Fin. Intermediation 188, 212 (1996); Robert Battalio et al., Can 
Brokers Have It All? On the Relation between Make-Take Fees and Limit Order Execution Quality, 71 
J. Fin. 2193, 2193, 2231 (2016); Popper, supra note 10. 

61 Macey & Swensen, Id., at 781. 
62 Regarding predatory trading, it occurs when retail orders are matched with more informed traders’ 
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decided not only by the quantity and quality of information but also by distance, 
timing, and speed. In turn, PFOF forces retail customers into information 
asymmetry. 
 In the matter of the predatory transaction, if predatory traders only detect 
orders sent to large broker-dealers closely related to NYSE, Nasdaq, and BATS, 
they don’t need to detect other prey orders in a vast market, and if their network 
routes between them and certain trading venues are shorter than other traders’, that 
PFOF can be included in the distance factor in that it allows fast traders to be set in 
a higher position in the order book after detecting the order due to the shorter route. 
Then, predatory trading occurs when retail orders that did not reflect the new 
information are exposed to faster traders’ orders.  
 When it comes to the second loss, while broker-dealers receive kickbacks 
in return for routing retail investors' orders to high-frequency traders, it is hard for 
small investors to expect that their orders will be executed at the best price.63 
Against these problems, the US began discussions on the prohibition of PFOF,64 
and in the EU, there has been a growing awareness of the problem with this practice 
in recent years.65  
 
3 LEO-Satellite Constellations Network Services 

Optical fiber is the most widely used in the long-distance network today. 66 
Meanwhile, the closer the light is to the vacuum, the faster it becomes.67 That’s 
why wireless communication that transmits light through the air is about 40 percent 
faster than fiber-optic communication.68 However, wireless communication has the 
disadvantage of being prone to loss of radio waves and lack of data transmission 
capacity due to atmospheric interference such as “Rain Fade.”69 Therefore, it is 

 
orders. 

63 Macey & Swensen, supra note 9, at 790. 
64 Avi Salzman, SEC Chairman Says Banning Payment for Order Flow Is ‘On the Table’, Barron’s (Aug. 

30, 2021); Mark Kolakowski, SEC Considers Banning Payment for Order Flow, Investopedia (Oct. 22, 
2021). 

65 ESMA, ESMA Warns Firms and Investors About Risks Arising from Payment for Order Flow and From 
Certain Practices by “Zero-Commission Brokers”, ESMA, Public Statement (13, July 2021). 

66 Andriy Shkilko & Konstantin Sokolov, Every Cloud Has a Silver Lining: Fast Trading, Microwave 
Connectivity, and Trading Costs, 75 The J. of Fin. 2899, 2903 (2020). 

67  Orest, How Does Data Travel on the Internet?, Networking Guides 
(https://networkingguides.com/how-does-data-travel-over-the-internet/) (Dec. 10, 2022) (“Because 
packets can move even faster in the air. Without interference, they can reach speeds of up to 99.7% the 
speed of light, or 299 100 km/s.”). 

68 Quincy-Data, 2023 Quincy Extreme Data Fees (https://www.quincy-data.com/product-page/#latencies) 
(Dec. 10, 2022). 

69 Shkilko & Sokolov, supra note 66, at 2904, fn. 6; Mark Handley, Delay is Not an Option: Low Latency 
Routing in Space, In Proceedings of the 17th ACM Workshop on Hot Topics in Networks (HotNets ‘18). 
Association for Computing Machinery, New York, NY, USA, 85–91, 86 (Nov. 2018); Bliley 
Technologies, How to Prevent Rain Fade in Satellite Communications, Bliley Technologies (Oct. 3, 
2017); Satcom Guru, Rain Fade (https://www.satcom.guru/2015/02/rain-fade.html) (Dec. 10, 2022). 
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self-evident that space or low-Earth orbit is the most advantageous communication 
environment in terms of speed and interference. Indeed, it has been found that laser 
communication in space is about 47% faster than Corning’s70 submarine optical 
fiber cable.71  
 From this background, low-Earth orbit satellite constellation network 
projects such as Starlink are being built and are providing network services. The 
ease of long-distance communication is also an important advantage, but the most 
notable advantage in the area of high-frequency transactions is that it provides 
“low-latency” wide-broadband network service in long-distance communication 
without atmospheric interference and geological limitations in long-distance 
communication. 72  Indeed, one examination conducted in 2018 showed that 
Starlink can trump an optical fiber network in communication between continents.73 
Thus, the distance discrepancy between investors located on different continents 
can generate information asymmetry and form a condition enabling continental 
predatory trading.74 
 
(a) Starlink of SpaceX 

SpaceX was qualified by the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) in 
2018 to construct, deploy, and operate a non-geostationary orbit (NGSO) satellite 
system,75 and Starlink is the project being pursued under that qualification. It is 
well known for recycling rockets,76 and in the low-Earth Orbit,77 SpaceX operates 
over 3,000 satellites as of November 2022.78 After the beginning of the beta test in 

 
70 Corning (https://www.corning.com/worldwide/en/corning-is-here.html) (Dec. 10, 2022); Yahoofinance 

(https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/GLW/profile?p=GLW) (Dec. 10, 2022). 
71 Handley, supra note 69, at 85, 86. 
72 Id., at 86. 
73 Id., at 88; Youtube, Starlink Revisions, Nov 2018 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QEIUdMiColU) 

(Dec. 28, 2022). 
74 Debopam Bhattacherjee et al., Gearing Up for the 21st Century Space Race, HotNets ’18: Proceedings 

of the 17th ACM Workshop on Hot Topics in Networks (Nov. 15-6, 2018), at 115, 116; Suk Jin, Oh, A 
Legal Regulatory Possibility for the Predatory Securities Trading: Focusing on Discussions in the U.S. 
(Jan. 7, 2022) (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Gachon University), at 51-52. (Available at: 
http://www.riss.kr/link?id=T16083242). 

75  FCC, Space Exploration Holdings, LLC, Application for Approval for Orbital Deployment and 
Operating Authority for the SpaceX NGSO Satellite System, 33 FCC Rcd 3391 (Mar 29, 2018), at 2. 

76 Kate E. Lee, Colonizing the Final Frontier: Why Space Exploration Beyond Low-Earth Orbit Is Central 
to U.S. Foreign Policy, and the Legal Challenges It May Pose, 27 S. Cal. Interdisc. L.J. 231, 239 (2017); 
Mike Wall, Wow! SpaceX Lands Orbital Rocket Successfully in Historic First, Space.com (Dec. 22, 
2015); Loren Grush, Why You Shouldn’t Compare Blue Origin’s Rocket Landing to SpaceX, The Verge 
(Nov. 24, 2015); SpaceX, Dragon (https://www.spacex.com/vehicles/dragon/) (Dec. 10, 2022). 

77 Low Earth orbit refers to the orbit of a satellite located at an altitude of 1,200 miles from the earth's 
lowest surface. See Andrew May, Low Earth Orbit: Definition, Theory and Facts, Space.com (May 30, 
2022). 

78 Handley, supra note 69, at 85; Jennifer Duggan, Bringing Internet Everywhere: SpaceX Starlink, TIME 
(Nov. 10, 2022); Shannon Hall, After SpaceX Starlink Launch, a Fear of Satellites That Outnumber All 
Visible Stars, N.Y. Times (June 1, 2019); Kristin Cooke, When Will Starlink Internet Be Available?, 
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2020,79 Starlink is now in the early stages of commercialization,80 and the network 
speed is expected to allow subscribers to access the internet with ultra-low latency 
of 50ms.81 High-frequency traders are paying keen attention to intercontinental 
communication, as it is expected to show superior latency than land and sea 
communication networks.82 This latency gap between Starlink and other network 
services implies the possibility of information asymmetry occurrence between 
countries or continents.83  
 
(b) Project Kuiper of Amazon 

Amazon has launched the Project Kuiper team, which will provide a high-speed 
and low-latency broadband service since 2019,84 In 2020, the FCC approved a 
project to operate 3,236 satellites,85 and in 2021, Amazon announced plans to load 
satellites in nine rockets (Atlas V) owned by Boeing and Lockheed Martin’s joint 
venture, the United Launch Alliance (ULA), and launch the rockets.86 In order to 
maintain the qualification from FCC, it is preparing to put half of its target on low-
Earth orbit in 2026.87 

 
Satelliteinternet (May 17, 2021). 

79 Starlink, Order Starlink (https://www.starlink.com/) (Dec. 10, 2022); Cooke, Id.; Darrel Etherington, 
Elon Musk Says Starlink Internet Private Beta to Begin in Roughly Three Months, Public Beta in Six, 
Yahoofinance (Apr. 23, 2020). 

80 Reuters, Elon Musk’s Starlink Registers Business in India, Targets Rural Districts, BusinessToday.In 
(Nov. 1, 2021); Shailaja Pai, Starlink to Start Its Commercial Offering in Chile, Developing Telecoms 
(22 Oct. 2021); In 2021, SpaceX announced that they realized to gather one million subscribers of 
Starlink service. See Tweeter.com, @SpaceX 
(https://twitter.com/SpaceX/status/1604872936976154624) (Dec. 25, 2022) (“Starlink now has more 
than 1,000,000 active subscribers.”). 

81 FCC, Application for Approval for Orbital Deployment and Operating Authority for the SpaceX Gen2 
NGSO Satellite System (May 26, 2020), at 5. 

82 Bhattacherjee et al., supra note 74; Alexander Osipovich, High-Frequency Traders Eye Satellites for 
Ultimate Speed Boost, Wall St. J. (Apr. 1, 2021); Sviatoslav Rosov, SpaceX Is Opening Up the Next 
Frontier for HFT, CFA Institute, Financial Reporting (June 25, 2019); Brian Wang, SpaceX Low Latency 
Starlink Satellite Network Will Be Massively Profitable, Nextbigfuture (Nov. 7, 2018). 

83 Bhattacherjee et al., Id., at 115, 116. 
84 Amazon Staff, Amazon Makes Historic Launch Investment to Advance Project Kuiper, Amazon, (Apr. 

5, 2022); Magdalena Petrova, Amazon Has Bold Ambitions to Take on SpaceX in the Satellite Internet 
Business, CNBC (May 1, 2022); Michael Koziol, Amazon’s Project Kuiper is More Than the 
Company’s Response to SpaceX, IEEE Spectrum (Aug. 17, 2020); Alan Boyle, Amazon to Offer 
Broadband Access from Orbit with 3,236-Satellite ‘Project Kuiper’ Constellation, GeekWire (Apr. 4, 
2019). 

85 FCC, FCC Authorizes Kuiper Satellite Constellation, 35 FCC Rcd 8324 (Jul. 30, 2020); Amazon, 
Amazon Receives FCC Approval for Project Kuiper Satellite Constellation, Amazon (July 30, 2020). 

86 Motley Fool, Amazon Pushes Project Kuiper Into 2023. Should Investors Worry?, The Globe and Mail 
(Dec. 4, 2022); Amazon, Amazon Secures United Launch Alliance Atlas V Rockets for Project Kuiper, 
Amazon (Apr. 19, 2021). 

87 Amazon Staff, Project Kuiper Announces Plans and Launch Provider for Prototype Satellites, Amazon 
(Nov. 2, 2021); Katherine Anne Long, Amazon Internet Program Project Kuiper will Launch First 
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(c) Other Projects 

Viasat also had pushed a plan for launching the next generation of satellites (ViaSat-
3) in early 2022,88 but this plan has been delayed until 2023.89 OneWeb is currently 
operating a satellite constellation against the backdrop of investments by Softbank 
and the British government, despite suffering from financial difficulties caused by 
COVID-19.90 With extensive experience in the satellite business, Telesat started 
the project in 2024 with the aim of full global coverage.91 In addition, LeoSat is 
promoting projects specialized in the capital market with full worldwide service in 
2022.92 
 

C Speed 

Speed as a component generating information asymmetry literally means “fast” or 
“velocity” that can send information to a certain location within a certain period of 
time. In particular, low latency enables high-frequency transactions and is an 
essential factor in maximizing its profits, and basically, if some orders show the 
same bid or ask prices, the first come has a higher priority on the exchange’s order 
book.93 In this background, fast traders are engaging in a fierce arms race to shorten 
their latency.94 So, information and communication technologies that determine 
delays are included in the speed factor.95 Meanwhile, if someone has a higher 
priority on the exchange’s order book by using specific order types though the same, 
or even the lower, speed was recorded, it can be said that the specific type of orders 
made certain participants dominant in speed. When certain orders can be matched 
faster than other typical orders on the premise that the distance and timing are the 

 
20, 2020). 

88 Rachel Jewet, Viasat Pushes ViaSat-3 Satellite Launch to 2022, Via Satellite (Feb. 4, 2021). 
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same, this will surely be an element related to the speed factor.96  
 
1 Advanced Information and Communication Technology for Capital Markets 

The speed of information communication in the capital market, which records a 
tremendous speed, is one normal case of market development history, like the use 
or development of Carrier Pigeons, 97  Stock Flickers, 98  or Stock Tickers and 
Telegraphs.99 Just as new technologies were quickly adopted to improve market 
participants’ interest, many people have been speeding up information transmission 
by putting their lives and souls into inventing new technologies.100  
 The starting point of modern information and communication technology 
is the submarine cable between the New York-London for their bond markets, 
which was established in 1866 and began its mission for latency arbitrage between 
continents.101 Subsequently, information and communication infrastructure in the 
capital market began to be built in the 1980s on a full scale. Nonetheless, existing 
fiber-optic cables connecting Chicago and New York were not optimized for high-
speed transactions on communication because of geographical limitations. Then in 
2010, Spread Networks first cut the latency between Chicago and New York by 6.5 
ms, by ways that penetrate a mountain, etc. 102  Soon after, in 2011, wireless 
communication was operated for the first time on the same route, and shorter 
latencies were recorded.103  
 More recently, more advanced technology has led to a 4.005ms latency 
between the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) data center in Aurora, Illinois, 
to Secaucus, New Jersey, where systems on major stock exchanges are located.104 
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This extremely short latency is used as a key factor in generating information 
asymmetry and carrying out ultra-fast predatory transactions. 
 
2 Complex Order Types 

A representative order type establishing predatory transactions is “Hide Not Slide,” 
which Direct Edge first introduced.105 This order was created to take advantage of 
the fact that it is possible to trade again when the purchase price falls to the lane 
purchase price in the locked market. To be more specific, this order allows orders 
of high-frequency traders not to be displayed (Hide) from the order book instead of 
making the traders slide a price lower (Not Slide). If a higher (lower) buy order (sell 
order) than the current price of sell orders comes into markets in the locked situation, 
the hidden orders are not prohibited to be matched anymore, it is possible to 
generate profits by displaying the order to the order books. As a result, investors, 
mostly high-frequency traders, have a higher priority than the usual investors who 
submit typical buy orders.106  This result means that the basic principle of the 
market, in which the order that was submitted first at the best price was broken.107 
 In the US, until the complex order types multiply, transactions were made 
in very simple orders, based on simple instructions of “market,” “limit,” and 
“stop.”108 But over the past few years, high-frequency traders as well as exchanges 
have not been satisfied with the traditional order types and have been trying to get 
approval from the SEC for unique and complex order types.109 Thus, environments 
are criticized in terms of this ordering method, which has no choice but to take the 
upper hand in the order speed, is literally being.110 As of 2012, there were more 
than 2,000 types of orders in the U.S. capital market, and the largest and most 
influential traders in the U.S. market used them to gain a higher position on the 
exchange’s order books. 111  Especially alternative exchanges, each exchange 
provides various order types with different transaction closing standards. Those 
types are criticized as the main factor that makes the capital market complicated 
too much and reduces the predictability of mass transactions.112  
 In 2014, SEC Chairman Mary Jo White explained that many of the 
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increasing order types were designed to comply with SEC rules regarding rebates 
and locking quotations.113 But given that the complex order types used by high-
frequency traders affect various factors related to orders, from trading practices to 
pricing and sequencing in a way that even investment experts can’t understand, and 
that those types form a market environment in favor of high-frequency traders at 
the expense of long-term investors,114 it is more appropriate to say that complicated 
orders are to generate profits at the expense of ordinary investors.115 Against this 
background, some argue the circumstances that the US markets are facing.116  
 
III THE NECESSITY OF A NEW SYSTEM TO LEVEL PLAYING FIELD  

A Results of Information Asymmetry 

1 Cost of Information Asymmetry: Adverse Selection 

In the price discovery process, information asymmetry always exists in the market, 
so one of the trading parties must be in an inferior position in the manner of 
information. The cost incurred from this is the cost of information asymmetry, and 
the investment decision that causes unfavorable results due to the limitation of 
available information is “adverse selection.” 117  Most market participants are 
working hard to avoid adverse selection,118 and the cost of information asymmetry 
paid by slow investors is also the most worrying factor for regulators in the issue 
of ordinary investor protection.119 Because the transaction costs that investors pay 
for fast traders are also clearly information asymmetry costs, it is necessary to 
examine the dynamic structure in which the information asymmetry cost increased 
by investors who have an information advantage is passed on to ordinary investors. 
 
2 The Process of Passing along Information Costs to Ordinary Investors 

In order to examine the process in which the adverse selection cost by informed 
investors is passed on to ordinary investors, it is necessary to view the market 
microstructure theory that explains the dynamics of price discovery.120 From the 
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perspective of this theory, investors can be classified into (1) informed traders,121 
(2) uninformed traders,122 (3) portfolio traders,123 (4) noise traders,124 and (5) 
professional liquidity-providing traders,125 based on their investment motivation. 
 According to this classification, informed traders and professional 
liquidity providers are both professional traders who have a reduced need for 
protection by securities law,126  but liquidity suppliers are generally inferior in 
information ability than informed traders in the manner of their trading strategy.127 
Therefore, securities laws don’t provide much attention to the transaction 
relationship between informed traders and liquidity suppliers. However, in 
securities transactions, one counterparty in any transaction always has a superior 
assessment of the stock’s value, and as a liquidity provider, it is virtually impossible 
to distinguish who has the information advantage. Additionally, informed investors 
buy (sell) only when they believe the value of the stock is higher (lower) than the 
price that liquidity providers submitted, while at the same time, liquidity providers 
are unable to specify the timing of the transaction and identify the counterparty in 
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the markets.128 To sum up, liquidity providers are exposed to adverse selection risk 
when their orders are matched with orders of informed traders.129  
 From this background, liquidity providers are therefore extremely 
vulnerable to informed investors when submitting firm offers to the market,130 and 
predatory transaction strategy incurs incidental liquidity supply costs.131 Of course, 
by getting rid of the anonymity of the market 132  or reducing liquidity, 133 
professional liquidity providers may avoid adverse selection, but instead of these 
complex and lesser profitable manners, however, they usually use a simple defense 
mechanism that recoups the cost of adverse selection by broadening the bid-ask 
spread.134 What is important here is that market valuations and liquidity providers’ 
spreads are the main factors determining market quality.135 In other words, the 
expected return of investors varies depending on the degree of the gap between the 
spread of liquidity providers and market valuation.136 So, it can be inferred that the 
market quality that all investors can enjoy when they trade against liquidity 
providers is inversely proportional to the information asymmetry costs paid by 
liquidity providers.137  
 In addition to the liquidity providers’ defense mechanism, portfolio 
investors also have their own defense mechanisms, such as choosing the timing of 
the position changing, but it is hard to expect them to predict when the market 
fluctuates earlier and respond faster than fast traders.138 Noise traders also pay for 
information asymmetry costs in the process of trading with not only liquidity 
providers but fast traders because they are financially and technically inferior and 
lack expertise. 139  In short, through each cost-transfer process, the liquidity 
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providers’ defense mechanism is nothing more than passing on information 
asymmetry costs to ordinary investors. Therefore, the direct and indirect end victim 
of the information asymmetry is ordinary investors who do not have the ability, 
opportunity, or willingness to finally make up for adverse selection. 
  

B Paradox of the Duty to Disclose or Abstain 

As the most important value of securities regulation is to protect market integrity,140 
allowing the transaction of nonpublic information on the premise of the obligation 
to disclose information transactions contributes to improving the integrity of capital 
markets in the US. Insider trading regulation is theoretically based on the principle 
of simultaneous distribution of information (or equal access to information) that 
can never be achieved in an electronic market environment after capital markets 
were digitalized.141  This electrification of markets creates a contradiction that 
causes information asymmetry. This built-in flaw of market structure can be fixed 
by the new disclosure mechanism. 
 However, because this plan to level the playing field and duty to disclose 
or abstain run counter to each other, the reason for changing insider trading 
regulation must be found before putting the new plan into practice. Fortunately, 
even though the main purpose of the duty to disclose or abstain is not to realize 
simultaneous dissemination, it cannot be said this obligation contributes to 
generating information asymmetry. To be more specific, when we look at the duty 
to disclose or abstain through a microscope which is the name of market 
microstructure theory, the obvious rationale for changing insider trading regulation 
can be found. In other words, because the duty to disclose or abstain is a criterion 
for determining whether insider trading regulations are violated,142 a person subject 
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to insider trading regulations faces a matter of choice between disclosing or 
abstaining to avoid punishment. 143  Paradoxically, whatever corporation or 
directors decide between disclosing or abstaining, all decisions play a role in 
harming ordinary investors and market integrity contrary to its original goal. 
 
1 Disclose  

In the case of insider disclosed information, as fully discussed below, this choice 
creates information asymmetry with the same principle as the fair disclosure system 
intensifies information. This means that the current regulation cannot protect 
investors from information asymmetry. Putting this into the circumstance before 
the introduction of insider trading regulation was settled, the disclosure of 
information leads to a contradictory conclusion that investors are going to be 
“damned” same as time when insider trading regulation doesn’t exist.144 Contrary 
to efforts to achieve the goal of investor protection and market integrity based on 
information simultaneous distribution, investors are forced out to an unlevelled 
playing ground due to the principle of equal access to information that can never be 
achieved in the modern capital market. Consequently, it can be said the result of 
following the anti-regulation of insider trading and the result of sticking to the 
obligation of simultaneous dissemination are the same. 
 
2 Abstain  

The main purpose of the duty to disclose or abstain is not to require disclosure of 
all kinds of premature information, but to prohibit securities transactions on 
undisclosed important information, 145  and in most cases of choosing between 
disclosing or abstaining, the former is generally not an option.146 However, in the 
context of information asymmetry, the problem is that this option is merely delaying 
the timing of the occurrence of information asymmetry until disclosure. In addition 
to the problem that this duty compresses and amplifies information asymmetry 
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when it is disclosed, we can criticize the regulatory contradiction that this duty is 
against the purpose of securities law, which is to provide information. 147 
Furthermore, it is well established that market efficiency is strengthened through 
the initiative to find and analyze information.148 So, the dominant phenomenon of 
choosing “abstain” undermines the company’s motivation to develop information 
and this result accompanies the diminution of shareholder’s welfare. 149  Also, 
“abstain” makes information less timely, 150  so, the quantity of disclosure is 
decreased. Additionally, because of the choice of abstaining, the material inside 
information is not reflected in the market until public disclosure is conducted. this 
option cannot be said as desirable for all market participants.  
 Going one step forward, the decrement in disclosure quantity accompanies 
the chilling effect, and as a result, it renders the efficient market hypothesis151 
meaningless.152 Incidentally, this result hinders, directly and indirectly, the well-
being of issuers and shareholders through not only restraining the inflow of 
potential investors but also increasing agent costs by interfering with the 
replacement of incompetent management.153 In this context, the paradox of the 
duty to disclose or abstain exposed in the electronic market environment should 
never be taken lightly.  
 
3  Result: All Leads to Information Asymmetry  

Whatever insiders choose the result leads to the problem of “outbreaking of 
information asymmetry” compressed in a short time by the equal access principle. 
This current market’s inherent defect provides a chance of predatory trading for fast 
traders and being picked off for slow investors. Therefore, investors cannot be 
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protected unless the factor creating information asymmetry is regulated in the micro 
viewpoint, and it can be said that diverging from the simultaneous distribution 
becomes a necessary condition for leveling the playing ground in a real sense. In 
my opinion, to protect ordinary investors from the asymmetry, it is necessary to 
change the approach of regulating insider trading in a way that provides the 
vulnerable with the opportunity to avoid information asymmetry. 
 

C Analyzing the Information Asymmetry Based on Market Microstructure 
Theory 

Especially in the case of the consumer sentiment index, when the information 
producer is not a disclosure obligator, and when the information makes the market 
volatile, it can be concluded that the contradiction between the means and results 
of the disclosure system is extreme. The cycle, speed, and volume at which 
information is produced are already beyond natural humans’ ability to manage it.154 
In this manner, it is worth examining the nature of information asymmetry that 
occurs when new material information is disclosed. For to do this, it is needed to 
compare the nature of information asymmetry in the fair disclosure system and the 
selective disclosure system in which in-advance access is allowed.155  
 
1 Characteristics of Information Asymmetry in Simultaneous Disclosure System 

Immediately after the new information is disclosed to all investors at the same time, 
fast traders immediately collect, learn the information, and engage in transactions 
based on it. Therefore, as in the case of the consumer sentiment index, the value of 
new information that can be machine-learned in today’s digitalized capital market 
evaporates in seconds.156 Behind this phenomenon, investors who cannot use state-
of-the-art technology and various services requiring a large fee, even though the 
law declares simultaneous dissemination,157 will be inferior to information for a 
certain period immediately after the disclosure.  
 Of course, information that requires more resources to process will take 
longer to assess its materiality, in today's marketplace, fast traders are risking their 
lives to shorten the time from accessing information to submitting orders. Because 
of this practice, massive information asymmetry is compressed in less than a second 
immediately after disclosure under the fair disclosure system.158 

 
154 Jackson, Jr. & Mitts, supra note 37, at 4, 25-26. 
155 Haeberle & Henderson, supra note 7, at 1411. 
156 Id., at 1412-13; 984 F.Supp.2d 141, supra note 7, at 143; Hu et al., supra note 6, at 410-11; Rothfeld 

et al., supra note 7; Regarding the consumer sentiment index case, see supra note 31. 
157 Park, supra note 150, at 103; Joel Seligman, The Reformulation of Federal Securities Law Concerning 

Nonpublic Information, 73 GEO. L.J. 1083, 1103–15 (1995). 
158 Haeberle & Henderson, Id., at 1413. 
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2 Characteristics of Information Asymmetry in Selective Disclosure System 

In an environment where prior access to information is allowed, naturally, 
information asymmetry exists, but the crucial noteworthy point is that information 
asymmetry under a selective disclosure environment occurs and alleviates 
differently from the system allowing only simultaneous dissemination. To be more 
specific, in a legal system where prior access to information is allowed, certain 
traders will buy undervalued items based on information superiority or sell 
overvalued ones.159  What is important is that certain traders with information 
advantages look forward to making a profit before the information is distributed to 
the market, but at the same time, they have incentives to engage in transactions over 
a relatively long period of time to minimize the price shocks.160  As a result, 
information advantages in a selective disclosure system take more time than in a 
fair disclosure system for the purpose of accumulating positions with stealthy steps 
but steady transactions.161 Indeed, in the EDGAR case, it was observed that traders 
having an information advantage had distributed their transactions throughout the 
time of information advantage lasts to minimize market signals.162 
 Even though the level of information asymmetry under the selective 
disclosure system is more severe than in a simultaneous access environment 
immediately after initial disclosure, this is only the observation result immediately 
after the disclosure. In other words, under the former system, concerns about the 
loss of information advantage are not dominant as under the later system. So, it is 
possible to derive a basis for introducing an “information asymmetry mitigation 
period” that can occur and be eased gently over weeks or minutes until the 
scheduled legal disclosure due date. This is the most crucial point that the difference 
between both systems is showing. Of course, the exact period of deepening 
information asymmetry between the pre-information approach and subsequent 
disclosures will vary depending on several factors, such as the gap between the 
timing of prior access and the timing of fair disclosure.163   
 
3 Comparison Analysis 

Combining the above discussions, two major points can be derived. The first one is 
that, under the current disclosure system, where the obligation to distribute 
information simultaneously exists, a significant level of information asymmetry 

 
159 Harris, supra note 4, at 223. 
160 Id., at 225-6; Haeberle & Henderson, supra note 7, at 1414; O’Hara, supra note 9, at 54, 57. 
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occurs between informed traders and those who do not. The second one is that the 
circumstance that the fair disclosure system suppresses informed transactions by 
the time of fair disclosure causes a much higher level of information asymmetry 
immediately after fair disclosure. That is, although it is true that transactions based 
on nonpublic material information significantly abstained at the beginning of the 
introduction of the fair disclosure system,164 the fair disclosure system reduces 
information asymmetry to a very insignificant degree over a long period of time 
until the time of fair disclosure but has had to pay a great price for compression and 
amplification of information asymmetry in the manner of time and magnitude 
respectively.165 In my view, this result can be seen as a result that is extremely 
contradictory to the purpose of the fair disclosure system, which is to resolve 
information asymmetry. 
 If we apply these results to the cases of “Insider Trading 2.0” and EDGAR, 
we can find out that the prior approach enforced information traders, who knew that 
they could enjoy only 2 seconds, to engage in “Fast-and-Furious.” If the 
information that fast traders accessed in advance is material information that 
machine-learned is possible, the information would be reflected in the market 
within two seconds after it flew into the market. Thus, it can be said that NYAG’s 
approach is nothing more than a two-second delay in the extreme information 
asymmetry that occurs at 9:54:58.166 In the same context, in the EDGAR case, 
rather than fundamentally resolving the information asymmetry problem, it can be 
said that SEC merely suspended the timing of the occurrence of information 
asymmetry a few minutes later.167  
 From the viewpoint of the price discovery process, some experts argued 
that NYAG’s actions are harmful beyond useless,168 the fair disclosure system does 
not have a positive effect on slow investors because it maximizes information 
asymmetry immediately after disclosure.169 It is also criticized as being imprudent 
at best to make high-tech and slow investors compete.170  In this light, it was 
necessary to have a cool-headed and objective review of whether the obligation to 
the principle of simultaneous dissemination under the existing disclosure system 
could be fully realized in the market reality and achieve its original purpose.171 To 
sum up the above examination, it is necessary to overcome the inherent flaw of the 
current legal system for the following reasons.  
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 First, the incentives for transactions such as the investment purpose and 
strategy of fast traders and slow traders are fundamentally different. Second, in this 
regard, even in terms of the size of capital, there are great barriers to the information 
capabilities of fast traders and slow investors in a series of transactions that lead to 
the collection and analysis of information, making an investment decision, and 
submitting orders or quotes. 172  Third, therefore, ordinary investors cannot 
effectively be protected from information asymmetry through the principle of 
simultaneous dissemination. 
 
4 Solution: Ensuring Period for Information Asymmetry Mitigation through 

Information Transaction  

(a) Necessity of the Period for Information Asymmetry Mitigation  

The key fact that can be derived from the different results between the systems is 
that the level of increase or decrease in information asymmetry was gentle when 
the timing of selective disclosure was appropriate. Indeed, traders who have secured 
information asymmetry based on the timing factors sufficiently earlier, such as in 
the EDGAR case, are likely to engage in transactions relatively slowly by the full 
disclosure than those secured only two seconds earlier, such as in the consumer 
sentiment index case.173 This is also a typical and basic transaction strategy for 
informed investors,174 and in this regard, it can be seen that information asymmetry 
between fast investors and slow investors intensifies immediately after disclosure 
rather than usual.175 Empirical studies confirmed that investors who have been 
given more time to engage in transactions have completed their trading in several 
minutes, unlike investors who have been given less time.176 Accordingly, among 
information asymmetry in the selective and simultaneous disclosure system, 
information asymmetry, which is more favorable to uninformed investors is the 
former case in which information inflow and price fluctuations are gradual and 
phased. From this viewpoint, it can be said that attempts to break away from 
simultaneous accessibility to allow differential access and to provide investors with 
opportunities for investment decisions in the event of market fluctuations by 
establishing an information asymmetry mitigation period are more suitable for the 
purpose of the Securities law. 
 

 
172 See supra note 14, 17, 26. 
173 Haeberle & Henderson, supra note 7, at 1416, 1417; Harris, supra note 4, at 225-26; Regarding the 
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(b) Inevitability of Information Transactions by Fast Traders  

If selling material nonpublic information before fair disclosure is allowed, fast 
traders have no choice but to purchase the information to benefit from information 
asymmetry due to timing factors, and when they engage in information transactions, 
mechanisms for detecting and avoiding information asymmetry such as (1) duty to 
disclose of information trading, (2) preliminary disclosure systems, and (3) setting 
due date for traded information disclosure will operate, as fully discussed below. 
As a result of this new disclosure mechanism, the time when information 
asymmetry can occur becomes widely known in the market. This means that a 
circumstance will be established in which all investors can make reasonable 
investment decisions prior to market fluctuations. Subsequently, through the period 
of information asymmetry mitigation, fast traders cannot obtain incentives for 
informed trading. 
 
(c) Principle of Mitigating Information Asymmetry 

It is worth noting that the unfairness inherent in information asymmetry is imposed 
on investors in the form of information asymmetry “cost.” The cost at this time can 
be understood as “Noise,”177 which means the gap between fundamental value and 
market value, and “Noise” for fast traders is a profit based on information 
superiority, but for the victim, it is just a sacrifice due to their ignorance. 178 
However, the cost of information asymmetry is always reflected in the market price, 
and the period is very short, and if the market reflects the information, the cost of 
information asymmetry no longer occurs.179  
 For example, the reason why informed investors want to minimize price 
signals is to maximize their profits, and the opposite means that if the market 
reflects value well due to the signals, information-based investors cannot realize the 
profit based on the informational advantage.180 At this time, the fact that the market 
reflected the value well means that the intrinsic value and the market value are 
almost close,181 and if the market price reflected intrinsic value, it can be said that 
most of the slow traders are trading against someone who doesn’t have significant 
information superiority.182 In this case, therefore, it can be understood that no party 
to the transaction pays for unfair information asymmetry. 
 In other words, when fast traders trade based on information that they 

 
177 Harris, supra note 4, at 223; Black, supra note 124, at 529. 
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purchased ahead of others, and the information is gradually reflected in the market 
price and can no longer enjoy “noise,” unfair information asymmetry is largely 
resolved by the selective disclosure, and the new disclosure mechanism levels the 
playing field in essence.  
 
(d)  Avoiding the Cost of Information Asymmetry 

Even if the information asymmetry mitigation period is established, investors who 
cannot predict the timing of information asymmetry or access information late will 
be exposed to the risk of adverse selection, so the information asymmetry 
mitigation period, which does not presuppose investor protection systems, provides 
only a legal predatory trading period. Thus, the key in the discussion to establish a 
period of easing information asymmetry is to set up a protection plan for ordinary 
investors during the process of easing information asymmetry.  

This work begins with the fact that the process in which information is 
reflected in the market price is none other than a “transaction” between investors.183 
Transaction costs increase or decrease depending on the timing.184 Further, while 
not only slow-informed investors but also uninformed investors cannot predict and 
detect the timing of information asymmetry occurrence, they have a strategy that 
can determine the timing of their transaction. 185  When the existence of new 
information in the market is known, it is common for them to stop trading related 
stocks until the information is fully introduced and reflected in the market due to 
the so-called “Event Uncertainty.”186 Here, even if information asymmetry itself 
cannot be avoided, “transactions” can be avoided.  
 In accordance with that, if the information inferiors can be provided with 
an opportunity to detect and avoid when information asymmetry occurs prior to the 
transaction of the information superiors,187 the inferiors will have an opportunity 
not to pay the cost of information asymmetry. Since not paying information 
asymmetry costs has the same meaning as avoidance of information asymmetry, in 
a selective disclosure environment, investors get the opportunity not to pay 
information asymmetry costs to fast traders. These measures are also evaluated as 
the best way to avoid “predators” for slow investors. I think the provision of such 
avoidance opportunities is also considered to be in line with the purpose of the 
Securities law to guarantee reasonable investment decisions. Even under the current 
disclosure system, many investors are taking the same avoidance strategy to 
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184 Id., at 427-8. 
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identify the timing of information inflow and avoid information asymmetry that 
occurs currently.188  
 

IV REBUILDING RULES LEVELLING THE PLAYING FIELD 

A New Insider Trading Theory: Discretion of Corporation Theory 

Obviously, the new plan is directly against current insider trading regulation, so to 
harmonize the new information asymmetry regulation and insider trading 
regulation, it is necessary to unravel a clue about the fundamental purpose of insider 
trading regulation, which focuses on the inherent unfairness of information 
asymmetry occurring in the securities transaction process.189 To regulate insider 
trading, the US heavily relies on theories of insider trading, and whenever a new 
dispute occurs, the purpose of fairness, investor protection, and market efficiency 
has been achieved through the interpretation of the theories.190 In my view, this is 
the nature and reason for the existence of law as a metaphysics, so this providence 
of the law can also be applied to discuss the possibility of solving the structural 
flaw of the current capital market. Based on the theories and precedents established 
so far, the unfairness of information asymmetry does not lie in its existence and use 
of asymmetry, but in the process of owning and using it.191 Accordingly, we need 
to ponder the nature of inherent unfairness from the perspective of law with the aim 
of deriving all the grounds for information transactions and disclosure obligations. 
Based on this discussion, it is possible to examine whether the means of access to 
information and the purpose of use are allowable. 
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1 Reappraisal of Property Rights Theory 

(a) Nonpublic Material Information as a Property 

Unlike the SEC, which did not accept the premise that nonpublic material 
information was a form of intellectual property rights,192 the Supreme Court took 
a different stance from it.193 The watershed is none other than the Chiarella case 
where a financial printer’s employee (“Chiarella”) purchased stock that the target 
companies issued and sold it immediately after the takeover attempts were made 
public without informing its shareholders of his knowledge of the proposed 
takeover.194 In light of the fact that Chiarella’s transactions damaged the target 
corporation’s shareholders,195 the takeover bid information of the customer of the 
printer company belongs to the customers as one kind of right, and Chiarella could 
benefit from stealing it while he caused costs that the customer must pay to 
increase. 196  In addition, the ruling is in line with Court’s the property rights 
approach,197 and, in dissenting, Justice Warren E. Burger held that the instruction 
led the jury to determine that Chiarella benefited from the deal by misappropriating 
the “property” of a print shop client.198  
 In the same context, in the Carpenter case, the Second Circuit Court of 
Appeals held that the plaintiffs, co-authors of “Heard on the Street” of the Wall 
Street Journal (“Journal”), defrauded third parties’ private interests by trading based 
on information that the unpublished column included and that potentially impacted 
on the price of regarding stocks before the publication of the Journal was 
released.199 In this case, the column did not contain any inside information about 
the Journal, nor was it pending reporting.200 However, it was the Journal’s practice 
and policy to treat the content of the column that is not published as inside 
information.201  Moreover, although intangible property rights are distinguished 
from tangible rights, providing the contents in advance of publishing is not 
excluded from the scope of protection against the mail fraud statute. On this basis, 
the Court held that providing the contents of the column before publication in 
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violation of the Journal’s practice was a “Mail Fraud”202 against the Journal.203 
 In this process, according to the Court, the purpose of mail fraud is to 
protect personal property rights,204 and the company’s undisclosed information has 
long been recognized as property. 205  The nonpublic information obtained or 
generated by the company during operation is regarded as a type of asset that the 
company has exclusive rights and beneficial rights.206 Finally, in the O’Hagan case, 
the Supreme Court recognized the company’s ownership of its inside information 
from the perspective of the company’s asset rights.207 In addition, based on the 
viewpoint of the misappropriation theory, the misappropriation of undisclosed 
information was regarded as an “embezzlement” such as the fraudulent 
appropriation of trust assets or products for the benefit of the trustee.208 In light of 
the insight that the company has completely independent property and rights,209 I 
think the perception that the company has exclusive rights to nonpublic material 
information can be seen as universal and natural.210 
 
(b) Division Point toward Discretion of Corporation Theory 

While the logic of the corporation’s discretion theory has the same roots as the 
property right theory, which is one of the approaches to insider trading regulation,211 
the new theory’s perception of company ownership is merely a means of confirming 
that ownership of information is a natural right of the company and deriving the 
possibility of information transaction. That is, the logic of the new theory is 
separated from discussions other than ownership of information, such as the 
ultimate benefits and protections of laws. This is because the property right 
approach is not suitable as a framework for regulating information asymmetry by 
understanding insider trading regulations and overcoming the limitations of the 
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principle of simultaneous dissemination. This property approach leaves it to the 
company’s discretion whether insider trading regulations are violated. 212 
Accordingly, while selective disclosure can be allowed, the basis for the duty to 
disclose information transactions cannot be derived, and in the case of the 
company’s self-tender,213 the counterparty cannot be protected as well. 
 
(c) Conflicts between Information Transactions and Insider Trading Regulation 

In the case of securities transactions based on traded information, information 
providers (sellers) and information recipients (buyers) have a contractual 
relationship called information transactions, so in fact, information buyers should 
be regarded as insiders who can access important information. Accordingly, the 
securities transaction of the information buyers using traded information constitutes 
fraud due to its inherent unfairness of the securities transaction.214 In addition, the 
act of an insider providing inside information to trading relatives or acquaintances 
is virtually the same as the insider using internal information on his or her own and 
then distributing the profits.215  
 Because the legitimacy of the information market in which material 
nonpublic information is traded cannot be established without resolving the conflict 
between the insider trading regulation and information business, the plan for 
providing all investors the opportunity to avoid information asymmetry and current 
regulation can never be compatible. Therefore, it is necessary to suggest a way to 
harmonize two legal systems, and this work can be done based on the re-exploration 
of “Valid Business Purpose.” 
 
2 Re-exploration of the “Valid Business Purpose” 

(a) Variability of Business Purpose in Corporate Governance  

According to the Supreme Court,216 whether the purpose of using the material 
inside information meets the business purpose is standard to decide whether the 
securities transactions are fraud,217 so, how the corporation purpose is defined 
determines whether securities transactions violate insider trading regulations. 
Further, deception is necessary to constitute fraud under insider trading regulations, 
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but the court explained that there was no such element in the case.218 From this 
context, it was argued that an ambiguous interpretation problem has been opened 
that the company is possible to permit transactions based on inside information.219 
If the information seller provided the information to the purchaser for a valid 
corporation purpose, and the company granted to trade (sell) it, all securities 
transactions on this are free from the responsibility of insider trading regulation.220 
These discussions lead to the issue of interpretation of the valid business purpose, 
which is directly related to the discussion on corporate governance dealing with the 
agent problem. This is because property rights are one type of natural right, and the 
way to explain individual basic rights determines how costs and rewards are 
distributed to stakeholders.221  

In this regard, it should be noted that even though the company itself has 
a legal personality, a corporation is an inanimate legal entity,222 so the company 
can exercise its rights only through agents subject to fiduciary duty.223 But agents 
often pursue their own interests instead of the interests of the company. Thus, the 
fundamental problem that the corporation faces is how to monitor the agents, and 
insider trading regulation is one way of it.224 Naturally, this matter is connected to 
the issue of how to understand corporate governance. Unlike the approach of 
shareholderism,225 in the approach of stakeholderism, the matter of whose interests 
among stakeholders will be prioritized can change depending on the times and 
spatial situations.226 Based on the stakeholder approach, I think the purpose of the 
company can vary depending on the subject and object of the making and execution 
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of business judgment, the timing and situation, space, and historical background. In 
connection with the way to interpret the valid corporation purpose, it is surely 
understandable that selling a corporation’s information by own its will to other 
people is not against insider trading rules. 
 
(b) Priority of Interest of Company and Shareholder 

(i) Priority Setting Basis: Stakeholderism 

Despite the fiduciary relationship between the company and agents, the agent’s 
business judgment cannot fully represent the interests of all individual shareholders. 
This fact implies that the interests of the company and the interests of individual 
shareholders may not match, which leads to the question of whose interests should 
have higher priority between the company and shareholders.227 Here, the matter is 
particularly problematic which of the interests among the company’s stakeholders 
should be prioritized by management. 
 In this regard, it is worth noting that not all violations of fiduciary duty not 
always violate SEC Rule 10b-5228 because insider trading regulation presupposes 
the unfairness inherent in the fraud, and the unfairness arises only in situations 
where information intended to be used for “valid corporation purposes” is used for 
other purposes.229 The information transaction for the business purpose at this time 
is a matter for the management of the company, so it is a matter to be decided by 
the board of directors, and what should be discussed in the matter of management 
performing the company’s purpose is the question of which stakeholder interests 
should be prioritized by the decision-making of the agent.  

Accordingly, the problem of judging the legitimate business purpose is a 
problem of corporate governance, which leads to the problem of agent theory and 
agent cost.230 In this context, it is necessary to decide which perspective to be based 
on between shareholderism and stakeholderism. In my view, the corporation system 
was created by several uncharacterized investors for the purpose of accomplishing 
concentration of capital,231 and the corporation is a depersonalized entity that is 
separately divided from the stock owner.232 It cannot be denied that the interests of 
various stakeholders coexist, and in turn, the perspective of stakeholderism is more 
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consistent with the capture of a corporation.  
 
(ii) The Owner of the Company: The Company Itself 

Distinguishing between the personality of shareholders and the corporate is the 
cornerstone of understanding the corporation system.233 From the perspective of 
stakeholderism, among the various stakeholders of a company, shareholders are not 
the owner of the company, but the mere owner of the stock.234 By law, the company 
itself is a person with an independent legal personality,235 and this legal personality 
cannot be transferred to shareholders or other persons.236 Therefore, a corporation 
is the owner of the corporation itself.237 The same as a natural person becomes the 
subject of her or his own rights and duty, the subject of the rights and obligations 
of a corporation is the corporation itself. Putting this logic into the case of insider 
trading, because directors do not have the status of trustees for shareholders,238 
directors have a fiduciary duty, not to shareholders but to the company which is the 
subject of its own right and duty.239  
 
(iii)  Priority of Interest: Company’s Interest 

Based on the logic that the owner of a corporation is the corporation itself, even if 
information transactions for the business purpose do not completely represent the 
interests of shareholders, prioritizing the interests of the company does not 
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undermine the purpose of the company. Because if there is no inappropriate purpose, 
there is no violation of the fiduciary duty, and if so, there is no violation of the duty 
derived from it,240  when the use of information for company purposes is not 
inappropriate, it can be concluded that tippees do not violate their duty even when 
they purchased inside information in advance of mandatory public disclosure and 
use it for their securities transaction. Likewise, from the perspective of corporate 
governance, information transactions can be considered justifiable when the 
transaction represents the corporation’s interest, even if it does not represent the 
interests of shareholders to the fullest. From this, even if the interests of the 
company and the interests of shareholders coexist, executives who decide and 
execute business plans should prioritize the company's interests.241 In turn, the 
company is free to sell its information at its own liability. 
  
(c) Matter of Conflicts between Interests of the Company and Shareholder  

It is also necessary to examine whether it can be justified to prioritize the interests 
of the company even when the interests of the company conflict with shareholders’ 
interests. For this, it should be explained by the fact that the profit that the company 
would earn exceeds the total profit that shareholders would earn. This question can 
be answered based on Consequentialism or Utilitarianism.242243 In order to review 
the basis for judging which choice is better, the maximum benefit of each choice 
must be compared. 
 First, focusing only on the “financial profit,” it is true that information 
transactions are not directly delivered to shareholders, so information transactions 
have nothing to do with shareholders’ interests. However, there is room for the 
shareholders to be given indirect benefits because information transactions make 
for company to be possible to finance for disclosure, and the cost savings lead to 
higher stock prices and dividend profits.244 Second, by focusing on the “cost” of 
business, a company can raise profits above disclosure costs through information 
business. Subsequently, an increase in disclosure quality due to incentives for 
information business can improve corporate transparency and agent monitoring 
functions, which may have a positive impact on stock prices in the long run.245 
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Therefore, even if the corporation’s interest is prioritized in a situation where the 
company’s interest conflicts with shareholders’ interests, the information 
transaction can be legitimate. 
 
(d) Matter of Inherent Unfairness of the Trading of Information Buyers 

(i) The inevitability of “Noise” Payment 

The fact that someone’s transaction must be premised for undisclosed information 
to be reflected in the market price signifies that someone must pay “noise.”246 In 
other words, it is impossible to prevent some investors from voluntarily paying the 
cost of information asymmetry since immediately after the paid selective disclosure 
(information transition) on a particular event is made the information asymmetry in 
the related stock clearly occurs. 
 But the idea of “Noise,” invented by Fischer Black, one of the founders of 
the Black-Scholes model,247 became the basis of the norm of “Noise Trader,”248 
the information-based traders also enjoyed “noise” through these noise traders,249 
there are always specific investors in the market who willingly want to take risks.250 
Furthermore, the fact that they are essential to supply liquidity in markets is needed 
to consider,251 and there is no basis to prohibit or curb investors from voluntarily 
putting money in Securities laws. Moreover, the financial investment itself is an 
investment in high uncertainty,252 There are always winners and losers in stock 
trading, but those who lost their money are not always victims of fraud. 253 
Therefore, it is desirable to allow all investors an opportunity to take risks, and it is 
fair to say that Securities law plays a sufficient role just by guaranteeing a chance 
to make a reasonable investment decision by informing all participants of the timing 
of information asymmetry.  
 
(ii) Borrowing the Logic of “Bespeaks Caution” Doctrine 

As a matter of law, the “Bespeaks Caution” Doctrine, which replaced Caveat 
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Emptor, 254  is the principle of exempting the issuer from liability from the 
uncertainty of forward-looking representation.255 This principle renders forward-
looking statements alleged misrepresentations and omissions immaterial if the 
caution or warning contained that the results are uncertain and may not be realized 
as predicted with enough cautionary language.256  
 Given that the main purpose of this principle is to protect issuers,257 so it 
has a different context from the obligation to disclose information transactions that 
is focusing on protecting investors. But focusing on that bespeaks caution 
meaningfully warns investors about the certain risk through the cautionary 
statements, 258  this doctrine can be applied as a logic and means to cure the 
unfairness inherent in someone’s payment for the information asymmetry cost 
through disclosure of information transactions including certain warnings about 
expected risk.  
 Indeed, the Securities Act of 1933259  and Securities Exchange Act of 
1934260 is based on Louis Brandeis’s insight, “sunlight is said to be the best of 
disinfectants; electric light the most efficient policeman.”261 In addition to this 
philosophy, the securities law system of United States embraced the disclosure 
system instead of the “merit regulation” of the “Blue Sky laws”262 in response to 
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the Presidential message urging “let the seller also beware.”263 What the securities 
law aimed by burdening the issuers to tell the truth was to protect the investors,264 
and in an extension of this context, legal basis, “full disclosure forecloses liability” 
which was established in the O’Hagan case,265 can apply mutatis mutandis to the 
case of information transaction. In other words, by borrowing the logic of the 
“bespeaks caution” doctrine, it is possible to derive the rationale that there is no 
need to protect investors who want to take risks beyond the protection system, the 
name of the obligation to disclose information transactions.  
 Yet, the majority of slow investors are less sensitive to information inflow 
or market signals,266 in particular, liquidity providers, which are a link in which 
information asymmetry costs are passed on to ordinary investors, may not be able 
to expect an active response because they normally take a passive role.267 Of course, 
bespeaks caution doctrine plays a role in protecting the issuer separately from the 
new duty of disclosure. 
 
(iii)  Healing of Unfairness of the Trading of Information Buyers  

Regarding the problem that transactions based on material inside information are 
justified by disclosure of information transaction, several facts were criticized 
generally as follows: (1) the profit created from using nonpublic material 
information is at the counterparty’s expense,268 (2) even if the company allowed, 
not all moral claims can be marginalized or traded with other interests,269 and (3) 
shareholders and potential shareholders have the right not to be victims of insider 
trading.270 On the last point, it was a question of whether the right could be traded 
or permitted by the consent of the informant. 271  In other words, there is an 
argument that no one can be excluded from the right not to be a victim of insider 
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trading, in the same context of reckless assault based on Eventualvorsatz or 
bewusste Fahrlässigkeit.272 
 As an answer to this criticism, the theory of corporation discretion can 
present the fact that the company provides all investors with an opportunity not to 
be victims of insider trading through the duty to disclose information transactions. 
That is, the new disclosure mechanism provides investors with the opportunity to 
avoid paying for inherent unfairness, and if investors don’t pay the cost, it can be 
said that insider trading will not occur even if insiders’ and tippees’ securities 
transactions are based on nonpublic material information. Subsequently, the 
imposition of the new series of obligations above functioning as the “Bespeaks 
Caution Doctrine” cures the inherent unfairness of information buyers’ investment 
and the contradiction caused by the reappraisal of insider trading regulation theories. 
Therefore, it can be fair to say that the transition of the regulatory system 
accordingly can be justified based on the discretion of corporation theory’s logic.  
 

B Introduction of New Disclosure Rules 

1 Broadening Scope of Disclosure 

Not only the issuer’s periodic disclosure information but occasional and subsidiary 
information such as the CEO’s disease has a significant impact on investment 
decisions.273 Many market participants also rely on that information as well.274 
Considering that predatory traders also rely on that information, and information 
asymmetry is generated when all kinds of corporation-related information flow into 
markets, sniping 275  occurs when the market fluctuates. 276  Therefore, to 
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substantially regulate information asymmetry, it is necessary to first expand the 
scope of the disclosure as much as possible.  
 However, the biggest problem with expanding the scope of the disclosure 
is “cost.” Since the scope of the disclosure and the cost of the disclosure are directly 
proportional, there is no incentive for the issuer to welcome the expansion of the 
scope of the disclosure.277 If this motion is enforced, there is no actual function to 
improve the level of disclosure, or the cost borne by the issuer is eventually passed 
on directly or indirectly to consumers, investors, and shareholders.278 In addition, 
for various reasons such as privacy and leakage of corporate secrets, issuers show 
strong opposition to the expansion of the scope of the disclosure.279 However, in 
my view, the conflict between the scope of the disclosure and the disclosure cost 
can be solved by allowing the prior selling of company information.  
 
2 Allowing Corporations to Sell Their Information  

The transaction of company information means that the issuer notifies the market 
in advance of the information to be selected and provided to a specific person before 
disclosing it to the public in accordance with the current legal disclosure 
obligation. 280  This information transaction corresponds to matters related to 
management because the company sells its own property. Therefore, information 
transactions are lawful only if the corporation sells based on a legitimate decision-
making process, such as a meeting of the board of directors or a general meeting.  
 Under the current fair disclosure system, issuers cannot cover the cost of 
raising the disclosure quality outside the company because the disclosure system 
requires all disclosure target information to be distributed to all investors at the 
same time without any compensation.281 However, from the perspective of market 
principles, traders can get rewards for first beginning a series of processes such as 
collection, analysis, and making decisions. So, corporations can generate profits in 
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the information markets in return for providing early access to information. This 
circumstance indicates that the demand for early access eventually results in the 
supply of early provision,282 and that issuing corporations can be incentivized to 
disclose more frequently.283 
 Substituting this into the case of the consumer sentiment index, it can be 
expected to provide subscription services to consumers who want to access 
company information earlier or sell the information by auctioning.284 In this case, 
the disclosure cost borne by the issuer may be covered by the duty of fair disclosure, 
and eventually, which may be expected to lead to active information production. 
Moreover, a piece of ambiguous information such as rumors or hearsay can also be 
the subject of commercialization by a corporation itself, and it would be helpful for 
the company to make profits above the disclosure cost.  
 
3 Imposing Duty to Disclose of Information Trading  

Allowing information transactions is a prerequisite for establishing an environment 
in which information asymmetry occurs and alleviates more stably before fair 
disclosure, so the obligation to disclose information transactions must be premised. 
However, in addition to the issuer, some people produce market information,285 so 
it is necessary to consider whether all kinds of market information producers should 
also be obligated to disclose to discuss the possibility of regulating predatory 
transactions. In my opinion, it is not possible to precisely determine the scope of 
information that affects the market price immediately, and imposing disclosure 
obligations on all information producers excessively hinders market autonomy. 
Thus, imposing this new duty on all information transactions is socially 
undesirable.286  
 Instead, starting with imposing disclosure obligations to them as duties 
accompanied by allowing corporations’ discretion on their properties, I intend to 
take the first step in solving the difficult information asymmetry problem. Unless it 
is unstructured information that has nothing to do with the issuer, such as weather 
or satellite information, most market information is based on the issuer’s 
performances, 287  and the issuer can most accurately grasp the business 
environment outlook or expected performance, which is considered a crucial 
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indicator of market information, and the market information prepared by the issuer 
itself is considered inside information.288 If a transparent information market is 
established, market information directly or indirectly related to the issuer may be 
expected to be replaced by company information produced by the issuer through 
the issuer’s information commercialization. Furthermore, through the duty to 
disclose information transactions, the new disclosure mechanism can provide 
investors with an opportunity to avoid predatory transactions by fundamentally 
controlling the problem of information asymmetry caused by various factors.  
 Meanwhile, the information prepared by the issuer unavoidably reflects an 
optimistic view, 289  and this phenomenon can occur throughout information 
transactions as well. But market principles, such as “seeking good quality of 
information” and “improvement of information value” made in terms of the 
company’s efforts will function as a self-purification, or civil damage cure 
mechanism alleging substantially low quality of information, omission, or 
misrepresentation can also prevent the side effect. As a result of it, this problem can 
be expected to converge to a more objective level. 
 
4 Adopting a Preliminary Disclosure System 

To provide investors with opportunities to get out of the market during the period 
of easing information asymmetry, it is essential to inform the market of the fact of 
information transactions in advance of the transaction target information is 
delivered. Information is produced from time to time during the trading day,290 thus 
if the fact is disclosed at the same time as the information is provided, investors 
who have not engaged in information transactions will miss the opportunity to avoid 
information asymmetry.  
 However, the current disclosure system only provides the disclosure 
deadline but does not have any regulations on the duty to disclose the timing of 
disclosure. For this reason, investors are often exposed to information asymmetry 
that occurs immediately after disclosure, regardless of the level of access to 
disclosure information. 291  The problem of information asymmetry that occurs 
immediately after disclosure can be solved simply by introducing a “preliminary 
disclosure regulation” (or “disclosure of disclosure”292) that requires the disclosure 
obligation to disclose the timing in advance before disclosing the information. 
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 When this preliminary disclosure system is introduced in the disclosure 
obligation of information transactions, at least investors paying attention to 
information asymmetry occurring immediately after disclosure may revise their 
plans for non-time-sensitive trading in time for information buyers to be provided 
or take steps out of the market until information asymmetry is eased. As a result, 
the preliminary disclosure system not only protects ordinary investors from 
information asymmetry problems immediately after information provision, but also 
provides broader and diverse investor protection effects beyond the information 
asymmetry problem itself.293  
 
(a) Disclosure Standard: Information Transaction 

Unlike imposing disclosure obligations based on the materiality of the 
information,294 if it is determined based on the facts of information transactions, 
the complex problem of determining materiality can be solved simply. Further, 
“materiality” is an extremely broad concept, 295  and applying the fact of 
information transaction as a disclosure criterion is not rejected against materiality. 
In addition, information buyers are likely to buy material information, so, 
considering such market principle, it is possible to naturally derive whether the 
traded information is material. Thus, as a condition of activating the duty of 
disclosure, the materiality and fact of information transactions can coexist with the 
current disclosure system. Whether it affects investment decisions is essentially 
determined by investors,296 so, it is natural for information consumers to purchase 
information for use or reference in investment judgment, and a series of information 
transaction negotiation processes and results eventually derive the materiality of the 
information. In some cases, the purchased information may not affect the 
investment judgment, but it is obvious that the information purchase itself causes 
information asymmetry as selective disclosure, so it is appropriate to impose a 
disclosure obligation based on this fact.  
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(b) Contents of Disclosures: Disclaimer, Non-Specific Information, and Due Date 
of Traded Information Disclosure 

As the information transaction disclosure borrows the “Bespeaks Curation 
Doctrine,” the preliminary disclosure must include a disclaimer warning that the 
information transaction will be carried out. It is not appropriate to borrow it as it is 
because its nature and context are different from the forward-looking statements.297 
Instead, a cautionary phrase should include (1) the fact that stocks related to 
information transaction disclosure are scheduled, (2) the related information will 
be provided after the preliminary disclosure, and (3) if related stocks are traded by 
the deadline for disclosing traded information, investors may be exposed to 
information asymmetry. 
 Meanwhile, considering the interests of the information transaction parties 
and the scarcity of information, there will be an explicit agreement to keep the 
information subject to the transaction as a contract condition or in the process of 
negotiating the transaction.298 Even so, in order to increase market transparency 
and minimize the occurrence of unnecessary market confusion and rumors, non-
specific information that has been processed so that the transaction target 
information cannot be specified should also be disclosed. For example, “sales 
performance” at a specific time, “change in transaction (contract) relations of the 
corporation”, and “new technology safety experiment results” can be presented. As 
described below, it is also necessary to disclose the due date for disclosing traded 
information.  
 
(c) Due Date: Focusing on the Market Realities 

The preliminary disclosure due date refers to the period when information 
transaction facts, etc. should be disclosed before the information is provided 
according to information transactions. Even if the information transaction is 
disclosed as prescribed by the proposed law, investors do not immediately become 
aware of the disclosure, so it is necessary to guarantee the minimum period 
necessary for investors’ to reasonably make investment decisions in the light of the 
purpose of the preliminary disclosure is to level the playing field.299 In terms of 
setting the due date, it is necessary to note that these days, all kinds of available 
information are reflected in the market price in less time than it takes to blink.300 
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Given this reality, setting a deadline of several days is meaningless, and at this point, 
South Korea’s cooling-off period (or waiting period301) banning securities trading 
at most three hours after disclosure can be referred to.302 Of course, there is a 
difference in nature from the preliminary disclosure performed before information 
delivery in that the cooling-off period is a period during which the person “who has 
insider information” cannot trade securities. Nonetheless, if the information is 
provided to information buyers after a period corresponding to the three hours has 
elapsed since the preliminary disclosure, investors will be guaranteed sufficient 
time to recognize the information transaction. Also, I think those information 
buyers can receive information and use it according to their intended purpose within 
three hours. 
 
5 Setting Due Date for Traded Information Disclosure 

Regardless of the legal disclosure obligation, it is necessary to publicly disclose the 
traded information after a certain period has elapsed. Otherwise, information buyers 
can engage in transactions at a slow pace for a very long time without a deadline, 
and this information advantage will last for a period from immediately after the 
information is provided to the due date of the current legal disclosure.303 As a result, 
investors who are not engaged in information transactions cannot accurately grasp 
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the period during which information asymmetry costs are expected to increase, and 
because they must leave the market until information asymmetry is sufficiently 
minimized, problems such as loss of trading opportunities occur to the investors 
who did not purchase the information.304 In addition, if the traded information is 
not subject to current disclosure obligations, it will be virtually impossible for an 
investor who has not engaged in the information transaction to access the 
information, resulting in serious defects in the investor protection system.  
 In this circumstance, a due date for publicly disclosing traded information 
should be introduced. 305  This additional duty further strengthens the investor 
protection system as an extension of the preliminary disclosure system. The goal of 
this obligation is to resolve the uncertainty problem caused by information 
transactions by allowing investors who are not engaged in information transactions 
to estimate the expected period of the magnitude of information asymmetry 
raised.306  
 
(a) Longest Due Date: 24 Hours after Information Is Provided 

If the due date of the disclosure is too far from the time when information was 
provided to purchasers, slow investors will lose transaction opportunities for too 
long, so the longest deadline for traded information disclosure should be set to a 
range that is not too long. In my opinion, considering that information is quickly 
reflected in market prices these days and that the general practice that fast traders, 
especially high-frequency traders, liquidate all positions before the market 
closing,307 it is expected that information asymmetry will be minimized within a 
day. Given these facts, the longest due date of traded information disclosure can be 
set for 24 hours after information is provided, regardless of the regular markets’ 
timetable.  
 
(b)  Shortest Due Date: 15 Minutes after Information Is Provided 

The shortest period of traded information disclosure can be set in seconds, as in the 
case of the consumer sentiment index. This period has the advantage of minimizing 
the chance of that slow investor losing their transaction opportunities during that 
period. On the other hand, the excessively short period of time is difficult to meet 
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various demands for information transactions. Also, when setting the shortest 
deadline for disclosing traded information, it should also be considered that 
information asymmetry is compressed as the information asymmetry-reducing 
period is shorter. Therefore, the minimum period should be set to a range that is not 
excessively short. 
 Regarding this matter, in consideration of the easing pattern of information 
asymmetry and the impact on market volatility, 15 minutes, the longest time when 
transactions are halted by the “Circuit Breakers,”308 can be used as a reasonable 
standard. This period was set based on experience in the market crisis and this 
system is for balancing the halted time for market stabilization and the side effects 
of trading suspension and providing investors with room to examine market 
conditions.309 By borrowing this time period, it is appropriate to set the shortest 
period of disclosure to 15 minutes after the information is provided.  
 Taken together, the maximum due date for disclosing traded information 
is 24 hours after the information is provided, and the shortest period is 15 minutes 
after the information is provided. Within this range, it would be sufficient to leave 
it to autonomy to decide when to disclose traded information through consultation 
between the parties to the information transaction or based on the corporation’s 
policy. 
 

C Limits of Information Purchasing of Corporation 

1 Restrictions on the Corporation’s Use of Information Asymmetry 

When a company directly trades its own stocks based on its inside information, it 
should be regarded as insider trading. As discussed above, the owner of the 
corporation is the company itself, so, the scope of insider includes the corporation 
itself, and from a traditional theoretical point of view, there is no clear reason to 
distinguish between the issuer and the issuer’s insider, so it is common to hold the 
issuer accountable for insider trading.310 Furthermore, insiders are in a mutual 
relationship with the issuer, so the prevailing view is that they are also in a typical 
fiduciary relationship with shareholders who are counterparties of trading.311  
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 The typical fiduciary relationship among the issuer, managers or 
employees, and counterparty of stock trading formed a triangular relationship,312 
and if insider trading by insiders other than the company is illegal, the same 
standard applied to the company’s securities transaction. Further, according to the 
corporation’s discretion theory, it is impossible for the company to trade 
information with itself. Despite that logic, if the company is allowed to make profits 
through its rights, there is a blind spot that the company is free from insider trading 
regulations. This regulatory vacuum can be filled through two grounds.  
 The first is the company’s insider trading against the Constitution. That is, 
even if a corporation’s information is an asset owned by itself, it cannot be used to 
harm the rights of others. Discrimination of Corporation Theory is based on 
ownership of information, so it needs to be approached from the perspective of 
private property rights guaranteed by the Constitution. Like the logic of the “Harm 
Principle”313 insisting an individual’s freedom shall stop in the face of the freedom 
of others, the ownership of a company cannot be expanded indefinitely. Thus, 
regardless of any logic, the company’s insider trading should be banned. 
 The second is that the logic of healing the inherent unfairness of 
information transactions suggested above does not work. The obligation to disclose 
information transactions cannot apply when a company trades treasury stocks, and 
if so, the “Bespeaks Caution” does not function. As a result, slow investors cannot 
be provided with the opportunity to avoid information asymmetry costs. Selective 
information transactions are allowed in the logic that the inherent unfairness 
generated from this is cured through the new mechanisms for protecting market 
participants. If such a healing function cannot be secured, information transactions 
are no different from pure selective disclosures or insider violations of fiduciary 
obligations. Therefore, the company’s use of information asymmetry constitutes 
insider trading. However, there should be no change in the fact that the company’s 
treasury stock transactions are allowed only in certain cases. 
 
2 Blocking Insider Trading by Other than the Company 

From the viewpoint of the new theory, even if an insider other than the corporation 
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itself sells inside information or for allowing any third party to use the information 
on securities transactions regardless of the existence of compensation, it is 
prohibited insider trading. If it is not an information transaction according to the 
due process, such as the general meeting of stockholders or the board of directors 
meeting, there is no room for acceptance of the claim that it is part of the business 
judgment made by insiders other than the company. Moreover, the obligation to 
disclose information transactions is not premised, so the healing logic of inherent 
unfairness cannot be applied. Therefore, all information transmission or transaction 
recommendation activities by insiders other than the company constitute a violation 
of insider trading regulations. This is consistent with the trend of the United States, 
where personal benefit test is gradually expanding314 and the EU and the United 
Kingdom’s approach limitlessly broadened the scope of inside information and 
insiders.315  
 
3 Relationship between the Business Purpose and Other Purposes Without 

Personal Benefits 

There is room for dispute over whether a case where a person other than the 
company divulges information but does not gain any profit is considered to have 
provided information for company purposes. It is insisted that if an insider other 
than the company itself provided information without personal benefits, it should 
be regarded as a company purpose,316 but from the perspective of discretion of 
corporation theory, a situation that any insider provided any information owned by 
the company to third parties is prohibited regardless of the existence of personal 
benefits because the information delivering was without fulfilling the obligation to 
disclose information transactions. Further, it is worth noting that the scope of 
personal benefits is very broad, so, in the case that the tippers provided information 
as quid pro quo of intangible, indiscernible, and indirect compensation, those 
benefits can meet the personal benefits test.317  
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4 Matter of Coexistence of the Company’s Purpose and Other Purposes 

Information transactions for company purposes cannot be ruled out because the 
company has no choice but to make decisions through agents, the possibility that 
the company’s decisions will be made in the direction of realizing the interests of 
stakeholders such as agents, controlling shareholders, and institutional investors.318 
This is a limitation that arises from the natural defects of a company as an inanimate 
object, and further discussions should follow in the future to prevent agent problems 
from increasing through a system such as blocking information transactions 
between special stakeholders, establishing an appropriate “Chinese Wall”319 for 
restraining information divulging and blocking unfair trade practice under antitrust 
laws.320 Since the goal of these expected and needed works is consistent with the 
discrimination of corporation theory, I think the regulatory vacuum that occurs 
when insider trading regulations are changed can be effectively removed.  
 

V CONCLUSION 

So far, I have discussed a plan for leveling the playing field of digitalized capital 
markets in a substantive condition. The only purpose is to protect ordinary investors 
from information asymmetry. Contrary to all the efforts of securities laws in the 
world, because of different trading conditions between investors such as the 
discrepancy in “timing” of accessing information, the varying “distances” to 
information sources, and the different “speeds” of a network, it is not possible to 
realize equal access to information. For this reason, information asymmetry always 
exists in current capital markets, and these days, all market information is reflected 
in market price in a few milliseconds. From this basis, slow investors are always 
exposed to a risk of adverse selection created by fast traders using predatory 
strategies.  
 To examine this problem, I discussed the results of information asymmetry 
and the paradox of the duty to disclose or abstain. Even though ordinary investors 
are not hugely paying the cost of information asymmetry to fast traders, given that 
the quality of professional liquidity suppliers’ spread decides the general market 
quality, that they are the main victims of information asymmetry, and that their 
defense mechanism passes the adverse selection cost to ordinary investors, we can 
easily find how the information asymmetry is disrupting the capital markets. Also, 
from the viewpoint of market microstructure theory, it can be said that the duty to 
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disclose or abstain is one main factor making information asymmetry contrary to 
its original goal. Accordingly, the question of why current insider trading 
regulations and disclosure systems should change is simply answered.  
 To solve this inherent flaw of the current legal system, I suggested a plan 
for allowing issuers to sell their all inside information in advance of mandatory 
disclosure based on the new insider trading regulation theory, the name “discretion 
of corporation theory.” However, securities trading based on selectively traded 
information has inherent unfairness, so, it establishes fraud. Unless the information 
transaction and insider trading regulations are harmonized, the plan that I suggested 
can never be justified. To solve this contradiction, I re-examined the “valid business 
purpose” established by the Supreme Court in the O’Hagan case.321 According to 
the corporation has a right to its own information. Further, considering that 
understanding corporate governance based on stakeholderism is more appropriate, 
that the owner of the company is the corporation itself, and that the interest of the 
corporation should be prioritized over other stakeholders’ interests, selling the 
corporation’s nonpublic information does not harm the interests of the company.  
 Of course, in light of the only goal of this plan, information transactions 
must accompany specific series of new duties. To be more specific, only when the 
duty to disclose information trading, preliminary disclosure system, and duty to 
disclose traded information are introduced along with selective information selling, 
the playing field can be leveled in a substantive meaning. Furthermore, to make 
every effort on improving the value of fairness, certain limitations be set for 
securities transactions of insiders including the corporation itself must. From all 
these discussions and suggestions, in my view, slow investors can realize that the 
light that they are seeing is from 50,000 years ago.322 
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